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Introduction
Electronic sensors are conceived to function as core elements in miniaturized and
fully integrated, systems capable of detecting a substance and delivering an
already processed digital response. Such systems, also addressed as smart sensors,
feature the integration of a microprocessor (embedded intelligence) along with the
chosen sensor technology. The goal of this research field is to produce smart
sensors, capable of providing a customized response along with significantly
improved performance level. In particular sensitive, selective, miniaturized, lightweight, low-power biosensing systems should be capable of providing
information to the user wherever and whenever it is needed. A smart system for
application in clinical analyses, allowing the detection of biological molecules,
such as nucleic acids, metabolites, proteins, pathogens, human cells and drugs,
would pave the way for the so called point-of-care (POC) testing. The idea with
POC based testing is to perform clinical analysis at or near the site of patient care,
specifically at the medical doctor’s oﬃce or even the patient’s house.
Consequently this novel approach allows the initiation of appropriate therapy at
the right time and/or facilitating the linkages to care and further investigations.
POC tests should be simple enough to be used for primary cares and in remote
settings devoid of laboratory infrastructure. POC therefore has the potential to
improve the management of diseases as well as of mass screening. The early
diagnosis is an essential prerequisite for the prevention and treatment of diseases
and can contribute to drastically reduce the medical costs of healthcare services.
In particular the use of these of sensitive, robust and rapid diagnostic tools outside
of conventional clinical laboratories, can drastically contribute to reducing the
number of deaths for infectious diseases such as HIV, tuberculosis and diarrheal
infections in underdeveloped countries. It is worth mentioning that biosensors can
be used to detect a wide range of clinically relevant targets present in biological
fluids including blood, saliva, urine and even tears by just coupling the specific
recognition elements to the transducer. One of the most successful strategy
proposed to achieve this exciting result, is the electronic sensing by means of
2

Organic Field-Effect Transistors (OFETs) for possible use as disposable
electronic strip - tests. For this application the possibility to fabricate OFETs by
low cost printable technologies represents a clear advantage. To endow the
devices with selectivity properties, biological recognition elements, specic for
the analyte to be detected, need to be introduced in the device structure. This has
been recently implemented in the Functional-Bio-Interlayer (FBI)-OFETs,
developed by Prof. Torsi research group and on which the thesis will be focused.
These are bio-electronic devices that integrate a biological layer by depositing it
underneath the organic semiconductor. It has been demonstrated that such a
device allows for an extremely sensitive detection as the bio-recognition event
occurs in close proximity to the electronic channel, impacting directly on the twodimensional transport. Specifically detection down to the pM level has been
recently demonstrated. This low level of detection challenges sensing
performances reached with a single nanowire FET, requiring a much more
demanding nano-technological approach. All this calls for a better understanding
of the FBI-OFET sensor electronic transduction mechanisms and critical
electronic parameters, such as the field effect mobility and the threshold voltage.
The capability to control the threshold voltage, which should be set at a given
value and should also be identical for all devices in a circuit, is a crucial goal to
achieve. In fact any deviation produces a reduced gain of logic gates, resulting in
a worsening of the noise figures of integrated circuits or an inhomogeneously
emitting properties. Therefore this thesis will be focused on the study of the
modification of the dielectric / organic semiconductor interface by streptavidin,
avidin and neutravidinin embedded in a FBI – OFET based sensor. The electrical
properties of the three proteins embedded in OFETs devices will be investigated
analyzing the figures of merit of the two configurations proposed. The thesis starts
with an overview on transport mechanism in organic materials and on what a
chemical and biological sensor is. The second chapter deals with the study of the
modification of the dielectric layer by means of Self – Assembled monolayers,
polymers and peptides, in order to control the threshold voltage. Specifically
different empirical models to explain the threshold voltage shift caused by these
materials are presented. The details on the FBI – OFETs bioactivity and
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performance levels are highlighted too. The third chapter is completely focused on
the discussion of experiments performed in collaborations with Dr. M. Magliulo
and Dr. K. Manoli, at the Chemistry Department of Università degli stidi di Bari,
at the research group of Prof. Torsi.
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1 Organic field effect
transistors (OFET)
1.1

Field effect transistors

The MOSFET is the most prominent member of the family of field-effect
transistors (FET). A transistor in general is a three-terminal device where the
channel resistance between two of the contacts, is controlled by the third one. In a
field effect transistor the channel is controlled capacitively by an electric field
and, conventionally, the channel carriers flow from the source to the drain, while
the control terminal is called the gate. There are three classes of field effect
transistors, distinguished by the way the gate capacitor is formed. In an IGFET
(insulated-gate FET) the gate capacitor is an insulator. In a JFET (junction FET)
or a MESFET (metal-semiconductor FET) the capacitor is formed by the
depletion layer of a p-n junction or a Schottky barrier, respectively. The MOSFET
(metal-oxide-semiconductor FET) belongs to the class of IGFET and, specifically,
the insulator is an oxide layer. The basic structure of a MOSFET is illustrated in
Fig. 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Basic structure of a MOSFET

From now on it is assumed that the channel carriers are electrons, thus the
MOSFET is regarded as n-channel device. All discussion and equations will be
5

applicable to the counterpart p-channel devices with appropriate substitution of
parameters and the reversal of polarity of the applied voltages. A common
MOSFET is a four terminal device that consist of a p-type semiconductor
substrate into which two n+-regions, the source and the drain, are formed, usually
by ion implementation. The SiO2 gate dielectric is formed by thermal oxidation of
Si for a high-quality SiO2-Si interface. The metal contact on the insulator is called
the gate. The basic device parameters are the channel length L, which is the
distance between the two n+-p junctions, the channel width W and the insulator
thickness d. The source contact will be used as the voltage reference in the
following discussion. When ground or a low voltage is applied to the gate, the
main channel is shut off, and the source-to-drain electrodes correspond to two p-n
junctions connected back to back. When a sufficiently large positive bias is
applied to the gate so that a surface inversion layer (or channel) is formed between
the two n+-regions, the source and the drain are connected by a conducting surface
n-channel through which a large current can flow. The conductance of this
channel can be modulated by varying the gate voltage. The back-surface contact
(or substrate contact) can be at the reference voltage or reverse biased; this
substrate voltage will also affect the channel conductance. The basic MOSFET
characteristics can be derived under the following assumptions. The gate structure
corresponds to an ideal MOS capacitor, that is, there are no interface traps nor
mobile oxide charge. Only drift current will be considered. The Fermi level of the
gate metal concides with that of the semiconductor. It is also assumed that the
doping in the channel is uniform, the reverse leakage current is negligible and the
transverse field in the channel is much larger than the longitudinal field. This last
condition corresponds to the so called gradual channel approximation. Starting
from the Poisson equation, it is possible to derive the n-channel MOSFET
equation [1], given by
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where m is the field effect mobility, VT is the threshold voltage and Ci is the
capacitance of the insulating layer. In the saturation region the current assumes
the value given from the following equation
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In Fig.1.2 ideal I-V characteristics for a MOSFET are reported. The dashed
line separate the linear, nonlinear, and saturation regions.

Figure. 1.2: Ideal I-V characteristics of a MOSFET

When a positive gate voltage is applied to the gate, the hole in the channel are
recalled at the interface with the oxide layer, while electrons are recalled within
the depleted region, inducing the accumulation of negative charges between
source and drain. For low values of the gate voltage, the negative induced charges
are masked by the hole in the channel region. Increasing the gate voltage, more
and more electrons are recalled in the region between source and drain, producing
the so called channel inversion.
Consequently the two n+-regions are connected by a free negative charge layer,
which allows the flowing of the current when a potential difference between the
source and drain electrodes is applied. Therefore the gate voltage allows to control
the quantity of negative charges induced in the channel. The threshold voltage is
defined as the minimum gate voltage to induce the inversion of the channel, and
has typical values in the range of 0.5 ÷ 1 V. If the voltage applied between source
and drain is such that VDS<<VG-VT, the dimensions of the conductive channel is
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constant (A(x)≈A), resulting in a constant resistance. Thus the current flowing
between source and drain IDS shows an approximately ohmic trend. The increase
of the VDS induce a progressive constriction of the channel. Thus the average of
the resistance of the channel increases, counteracting the increase in the IDS. The
two contrasting behavior reach an equilibrium, resulting in a constant IDS given by
equation 1.2.

1.2

Thin film transistors

The concept of thin film transistor (TFT) was introduced for the first time by
Weimer in 1962. [2] The structure, reported in Fig. 1.3, is similar to the MOSFET
one, where the source and drain electrodes form ohmic contacts directly on the
conducting channel.

Figure. 1.3: Scheme of a typical TFT device.
The semiconducting material is typically amorphous silicon (a:Si), the noncrystalline allotropic form of Si. It does not present a long range order, with all the
atoms fourfold coordinated. Due to the disordered nature of the material some
atoms have dangling bonds, representing defects in the continuous random
network. Typically the mobility are in the range of 0.2 ÷ 1 cm2/Vs.
The device does not work in inversion mode and the depletion regions, that
insulate the device from the substrate, are not present, differently from

the

MOSFET operating principle. Thus low currents without gate voltage bias are
possible because of the low conductivity of the semiconductor. Source and drain
contacts are usually made of gold, in order to obtain an ohmic junction and, thus,
8

a low contact resistance. Also the gate electrode might be made of gold. However
it is necessary to interpose between the metal electrode and the semiconductor an
insulating layer, with a submicron thickness. As already mentioned, the main
difference between the MOSFET and the TFT is that the latter operates in
accumulation mode. The equation describing the current flowing in the transistor
channel is given by
I DS =

W
V ö
æ
mCi ç VG - VT - DS ÷VDS
L
2 ø
è

(1.3)

The threshold voltage is the gate voltage corresponding to a channel conductance
(at low gate bias), defined as

gD =

¶I DS
¶VDS

=
VG = cos t

W
mCi (VG - VT )
L

(1.4)

equal to the one of the hole semiconducting layer.
Consequently the threshold voltage is given by equation 1.5 [3]
VT =

qNd
Ci

(1.5)

where N is the density of donors or acceptors, depending on the type of the
semiconductor doping.

1.3

Transport in organic materials

1.3.1

Electric properties of organic semiconductors

The history of semiconducting polymer begins in 1977, when Alan J. Heeger,
Alan G. MacDiarmid and Hideki Shirakawa discovered that Polyacetylene (PA),
if properly treated, shows a value of conductivity comparable to the typical values
of metals. The PA was prepared in 1958 as conjugated polymer with high
molecular weight and high crystallinity by Natta et al. [4]. However, for a long
time, PA was neglected, since it was obtained as a black powder, infusible,
insoluble and instable in air. Only after 15 years, Shirakawa et al. achieved high
quality and flexible PA film [5], with conductivity in the range of 10 -8÷10-7W -1m1

. The collaboration with Heeger and MacDiarmid was crucial for the

development of semiconducting polymer and the three scientists in 2000 earned
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the Nobel Prize for Chemistry. They proved that PA treated with arsenic
pentafluoride and exposed to iodine and bromine vapors, shows conductivity
ranging from 103 to 1011 W-1m-1 [6], which are values typical of metals. These
discoveries and the consequent studies on the mechanisms governing these
phenomena allow the development of the so called synthetic metals or
intrinsically conducting polymer. These materials offer the possibility to associate
the processability, lightness and strength, typical of polymeric materials, and
conducting and semiconducting properties. These studies pave the way to the
research on conductive polymer, such as polyparaphenylene (PPP), poly (pphenilene sulfide) (PPS), polyaniline (PANI), polythiophene (PT) and many
others.

1.3.2

Charge transport mechanisms in organic materials

The charge transport mechanisms in organic materials are not completely clarified
by an exhaustive theory. In the present state, in literature are reported different
hypothesis, trying to explain the experimental evidences founded in decades of
research. Polymeric electronic structure is characterized by an high energy gap
between the bonding and anti-bonding levels (for the polythiphene it is of the
order of 8 eV). Thus the materials behave as insulators. However the energy gap
between the π bonding level and the π* non-bonding level of conjugated
polymers, which are characterized by a continuous network of adjacent double
bounds, ranges from 1 to 4 eV, resulting in a semiconducting behavior. Polymeric
chains can be easily oxidized or reduced, exploiting charge transfer with doping
molecules. Carriers, produced by doping, are due to a charge transfer from the
polymer to an acceptor (A), or from a donor (D) to the polymer. Ions A- or D+ are
localized between the polymeric chains. The situation is drastically different for
organic thin film transistors, in which charge transfer is induced by field effect, as
discussed in the following. Two classes of polymer can be identified. The first one
concern systems with degenerate ground state, meaning that there are two lower
level (A and B) originated by the exchange of single and double bonds, as shown
in Fig. 1.4.
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Figure 1.4: Structure and energetic diagram of PA

This two level degeneracy leads to the existence of boundary domains or solitons.
The soliton, proposed for these polymer in [7], is a defect of the system electron –
lattice. In other words it is a threshold point, connecting two phase A and B with
opposite bond alternation. The presence of soliton leads to the formation of an
energy level, called Fermi level, located in the middle of the energy gap.
Intrinsically conductive polymers presents two resonance structure, one aromatic
and another one quinoid, presenting exchanged positions of double bonds. These
two forms are not isoenergetic, since the quinoid one presents an higher energy.
Consequently, the ground state is non-degenerate. Thus the existence of only one
level located in the middle of the bandgap between the π and π* bands is not
possible, giving rise to the formation of polaronic bands, as shown in Fig 1.5.

Figure. 1.5: Formation of polaronic and bipolaronic bands in polythiophene
It has been hypothesized that the localization in conjugated materials occurs via
the formation of polarons. A polaron results from the deformation of the
11

conjugated chain under the action of the charge. In other words, in a conjugated
molecule, a charge is self-trapped by the deformation it induces in the chain. Thus
it is defined as polaron the association of the charge and the geometric lattice
deformation. These objects can assume the form of radical cations or anions
resulting in a p-type or n-type conduction. When the charge moves in the solid,
the induced deformation follows it during the whole motion. This self-trapping
mechanism is often described trough the creation of localized states in the gap
between the valence and the conduction bands. The existence of such levels in the
doped conjugated polymers and oligomers has been identified by UV-visible
spectroscopy [8].
Based on these considerations different models for the description of charge
transport in organic materials has been developed. In the following two of these
models will be described. They allow to explain some of the experimental
evidences observed in the study of organic field effect transistors (OFET). One of
the main problems of these devices is the low carriers mobility supported by
organic semiconductors. Thus OFET cannot rival the performances of field-effect
transistors based on inorganic, polycrystalline or amorphous semiconductors,
which have charge carrier mobilities at least one order of magnitude higher. The
upper limit of microscopic mobilities in organic molecular crystals, determined at
300 K by time-of-flight ( TOF ) experiments, falls between 1 and 10 cm2/Vs,
while inorganic, polycrystalline or amorphous semiconductors reach mobilities
μ>>1 cm2/Vs [9]. The weak intermolecular interaction forces in organic
semiconductors, typically van der Waals interactions with energies smaller than
10 kcal/mol, may be responsible for this limit, since the vibrational energy of the
molecules reaches a magnitude close to that of the intermolecular bonding
energies at or above room temperature (RT). In contrast, in inorganic
semiconductors such as Si, Ge, and GaAs, the atoms are held together with very
strong covalent bonds, which in the case of Si have energies as high as 76
kcal/mol. In these semiconductors, charge carriers move as highly delocalized
plane waves in wide bands and have a very high mobility at RT (μ ~ 103 cm2/Vs).
In this case, the mobility is limited by lattice vibrations (phonons) that scatter the
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carriers and thus it is reduced as the temperature increases. Such a model is no
longer valid in low conductivity materials such as amorphous or organic
semiconductors, where a simple estimate shows that the mean free path of carriers
would become lower than the mean atomic distance [3]. In these materials, it has
been hypothesized that transport occurs by hopping of charges between localized
states. A main difference between the delocalized and the localized transport is
that, in the former, the transport is limited by phonon scattering, whereas in the
latter is phonon assisted. In other words, carriers hopping is assisted by
temperature increase, which gives to the charges enough energy to move from one
state to another one. Consequently, the charge mobility decrease with temperature
in conventional semiconductors, the reverse being true in most organic materials.
Several models have been developed to rationalize the hopping transport. In most
cases the temperature dependence of the mobility follows a law of the form
æ æ T0 ö1 a ö
m = m0 expç - ç ÷ ÷
ç èTø ÷
ø
è

(1.5)

where α is an integer ranging from 1 to 4 [3].
The boundary between the localized and delocalized process is usually taken at a
mobility between 0.1 and 1 cm2/Vs. The mobility in highly ordered molecular
crystals is close to that limit, so that there is still controversy as to whether the
conductivity in these materials should be described by localized or delocalized
transport. In particular, in materials such as antracene and pentacene has been
observed a decrease in the mobility, increasing the temperature from few Kelvin
to 250 K. If the temperature is further increased, mobility starts increasing slowly.
This evidence can be explained assuming that below 250 K the band-like transport
dominates on the hopping mechanism. Since at low temperature vibrational
energy is much lower than the intermolecular bonding energy and the phonon
scattering is negligible, the mobility is in the range of 400 ÷ 1000 cm2/Vs [9]. At
room temperature phonon scattering became not negligible, making the hopping
the prevalent transport mechanism. This behavior is almost impossible to observe
in polycrystalline films, where traps due to structural defects of the material
dominate the carriers transport mechanism.
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In the 70’ the multiple trapping and release (MTR) model was developed, in
contrast with the hopping transport mechanism. This model was basically
developed to describe the charge transport in hydrogenated amorphous silicon (aSi:H). The necessity to apply the model to organic film devices is due to the
observation of mobility values which completely excludes hopping mechanism to
be at work, such as in rubrene single crystals [10]. In the MTR model, a narrow
delocalized band is associated with a high concentration of localized levels that
act as traps. In classical physics of semiconductors, each localized state below the
conduction band acts as an electron trap, while each localized state above the
valence band acts as a hole trap. It is possible to distinguish between deep traps,
when the trapping energy is much grater than the kT, and shallow traps, when the
trapping energy is of the order of kT, allowing the charge release induced by
thermal excitation, as shown in Fig. 1.6.

Figure. 1.6: Trap states classification

LUMO level means lowest unoccupied molecular orbital, while HOMO level
means highest occupied molecular orbital. They represent the equivalent of
valence and conduction band for inorganic materials. During their transit trough
the delocalized level, the charge carriers interact with the localized levels through
trapping and thermal release. The following assumptions are usually made. The
carriers arriving at a trap are instantaneously trapped with a probability close to
one. The release of trapped carriers is controlled by a thermally activated process.
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Figure. 1.7: Trap states in the HOMO level distribution of an organic semiconductor.

The resulting drift mobility μD is related to the mobility μ0 in the delocalized band
by an expression of the form in equation 1.6 [3]
æ E ö
m D = m0a expç - t ÷
è kT ø

(1.6)

In the case of a single trapping level, Et corresponds to the distance between the
trap level and the delocalized band edge, and α is the ratio of the effective density
of states at the delocalized band edge to the concentration of traps. Mobility is
thermally activated and model introduces a dependence of the mobility from the
gate voltage VG, since an increase in the VG produces the shift of the Fermi level
toward the upper limit of the delocalized band. This effect results in an increase of
the number of filled traps , with a consequent increase of mobility.
Horowitz et al.[11] proposed an MTR based model, where below 150 K the
hopping becomes the dominant charge transport mechanism. The lower the
temperature, the lower the thermal release probability of charges in localized
levels. Such a model allows to explain the behavior observed in devices with a
polycrystalline film, constituted by small conjugated molecules. However this
model does not allow to explain mobility independence from the temperature,
often observed in thin film transistors embedding pentacene and oligothiophene.
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1.3.3
Organic Field effect transistors (OFET): structure and
operative principle
An organic field effect transistor is a TFT, presenting a thin film made of organic
semiconductor, an insulating layer and three electrodes. In Fig. 1.8 one of the
most common configuration, known as bottom gate top contact, is reported.
Source and drain electrodes are in contact with the organic semiconductor, while
the gate is insulated by means of a SiO2 layer. There are other possible
configurations. In particular source and drain can be placed in contact with the
insulating layer (bottom contact), even if this configuration supports lower
electrical performances, or the gate can be placed above the semiconducting layer
(top gate). It is important to clarify that the concept of doping in organic
semiconductor has a different meaning than the one of inorganic materials. In the
latter the doping is obtained introducing a controlled amount of donor or acceptor
atoms. Charge two-dimensional transport induced by the gate field, starts after the
fulfillment of the inversion channel condition. These result in a flow of electron in
a p-doped material. An organic semiconductor, in which the charge transport is
induced by field effect, works in accumulation mode. Depending on the carriers
field effect mobility, which is a function of the traps density, it is possible to
induce a p-type or n-type charge transport. Typically in organic semiconductors
the transport properties can be very different for the two species. Only ordered
organic materials can support ambipolar properties. Thus it is possible to have
semiconductors spontaneously conducting mostly holes or electrons current,
depending on the mobility supported for the two carrier species. The OFET
operative mode is similar to the capacitor one. In particular, when a voltage
between source and drain is applied, the charges are recalled at the interface
between the insulator and the semiconductor. The consequent channel
conductivity is proportional to the gate voltage. Thus current linearly increases
with the drain voltages, showing an ohmic behavior. When the drain voltage
reaches a value comparable to the gate voltage, the current become constant and
this condition is defined as saturation regime. In Fig. 1.9 energy bands diagrams
are reported, for the accumulation, depletion and inversion mode respectively.
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Figure. 1.9: Band diagram for a p-type organic field effect transistor in accumulation,
depletion and inversion mode.

1.3.4
Structural and electrical properties of
hexilthiophene) (P3HT)

Poly(3-

Conjugated polymer semiconductors present a complex microstructure, in which
ordered microcrystalline domains are embedded in an amorphous matrix. Regioregular Poly(3-hexilthiophene) (P3HT) belongs to this category of organic
semiconductor, and its structure is reported in Fig. 1.10.

Figure. 1.10: Structure of P3HT

The monomer, shown in Fig.1.11, is an aromatic ring (thiophene) with an alkyl
substituent. The base units of the polymer can arrange themselves in different
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configurations. The resulting polymer organization is a lamellar structure made of
conjugated two-dimensional sheet, due to the interchain interaction.

R
4

3

5

2
S

Figure 1.11: Monomer of P3HT

The coplanar orientation of the polymer allows to reach the highest conductivity
values. In Fig. 1.12 all the possible configurations of two contiguous tiophene
rings are reported.

Figure 1.12: (a) Head to tail (HT) cis configuration, (b) head to tail (HT) trans
configuration, (c) head to head (HH) trans configuration, (d) head to head (HH) cis
configuration, (e) Tail to tail (TT) trans configuration.

Two of these configurations (HH and TT) cause the unfavorable proximity of two
heads, resulting in steric strain of the rings, and consequently a loss in
conjugation. Therefore, the regio-regularity represents the percentage of head to
tail bonds in the polymer.
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1.4

Chemical sensors

Organic thin film transistors (OFET) were proposed as sensors for the first time in
the 80’ [12], when it was observed the current flowing from drain to source
changed upon exposure to different volatile molecules. Over the years different
kind of sensors has been implemented, but only few of these sensors satisfy the
minimum requirements to develop portable sensing systems, allowing the in situ
recognition of the target molecule, called analyte. These systems are required to
be sensible, selective and small. All these demands are not trivial to achieve.
OFET based sensors have been proved to respond to the analyte presence,
controlling their chemical properties. The selectivity of the sensor response can be
modulated choosing an organic semiconductor presenting appropriate functional
groups. The sensing mechanism is due to the interaction between the
functionalized organic semiconductor and the analyte, and the response of the
OFET sensor is related to the chemical affinity between the target molecules and
the functional groups. The OFET were first proposed as gas sensors at the end of
the 80’ [12], few years after the first paper on OFET [13]. Afterwards, thin films
of thiophene substituted with alkyl chains have been proposed as active layers and
the response upon exposure to different analytes has been registered [14, 15].
Recently, in the authors laboratories, polycrystalline organic thin film transistors
has been proposed, for the first time, as multi-parametric sensors for different
classes of organic vapors [16, 17]. Afterwards similar devices have been
employed by others research groups [18-20].
Traditional sensors based on transistors ( CHEMFET or ISFET [21, 22] ) exploit a
top gate configuration, where the analyte interact with the gate material; this
interaction, which is able to modify the gate work function, produces a
measurable threshold voltage shift. OFET based sensors for the detection of gas
and other chemical compounds present a bottom gate configuration, allowing the
direct interaction of the analyte with organic active layer. In Fig. 1.13 the structure
of an OFET based sensor is reported.
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Figure 1.13: Scheme of a typical OFET device structure (a) before and (b)after
exposure to an analyte(Reprinted from ref.[23])

In Fig. 1.14 are shown the I-V characteristic curves of an OFET, with a,w-diexil-

Ids(mA)

a-exathiophene (DHa6T) as organic semiconductor.
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Figure 1.14: I-V characteristic curves of a DHa6T based OFET
The device operates in common source configuration. It is possible to obtain a
modulation in the current flowing between source and drain, IDS, applying
negative gate and drain potentials, being the DHa6T a p-type material. One of the
major advantages in the use of OFET as chemical sensors is the possibility to
realize a multi-parametric sensor, due to the fact that the variations in both the on
and off current can be exploit to identify different chemical species [17]. This
property is due to the presence in the OFET of two different conduction regimes.
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In particular, the bulk regime or 3D transport, when no gate voltage is applied,
and the 2D transport, meaning that the current flows in a ultra-thin layer at the
interface between the organic semiconductor and the dielectric, when gate and
drain are properly biased with respect to the source, which is grounded. When no
gate voltage is applied, at a fixed value of the drain voltage the OFET measure an
IDS variation attributable to the interaction of the analyte with the organic film or
to the permeation of the analyte through the film. The permeation of the analyte
through the film, until reaching the gate dielectric, results in a variation of the
bulk 3D current. Applying a gate voltage, it is possible to measure an higher 2D
source-drain current variation, confined into the inner layer of the organic
semiconductor. Upon exposure to the analyte, some of the electrical parameters of
the device, such as the threshold voltage VT and the field effect mobility mFET,
change. VT and mFET depend from the charge volumetric density trapped in the
semiconductor and from the potential barrier respectively [24]. Different reactive
species cause a charge trapping-detrapping effect, resulting in a potential barrier
change between the grain boundary of the polycrystalline films. Thus VT and mFET
can be dramatically influenced by the interaction of the transistor active layer with
the chemical species analyzed. This leads to a change in the on current flowing
between source and drain, given in the saturation regime from equation 1.2.

1.4.1

Analytical responses of the OFET based sensors

Electrical responses are evaluated choosing a working point in the saturation
region of the I-V characteristic curves and the transient in the source-drain current
is measured without exposing the device to the analyte, in order to define the
baseline, and after the exposure to the analyte, obtaining the signal. In Fig. 1.15 is
shown the transient in the current of an OFET with DHa6T as organic
semiconductor upon exposure to one target concentration of 1-penthanol.
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Figure 1.15: Transient in the source - drain current of a DHa6T based OFET upon
exposure to one target concentration of 1-penthanol

The measurements are performed in pulse mode, as described elsewhere [25, 26].
Each peak corresponds to a different gate voltage. In Fig. 1.16 are reported, for
different gate potentials, with and without exposure to the analyte, the I DS in
saturation.

Figure 1.16: (a) IDS in saturation region, where the dashed lines refer to the baselines
and the continuous lines refer to the signal. (b) response in the on regime of a DHa6T
based OFET upon exposure to an alcohol.

The dashed lines refer to the baselines, while the continuous lines refer to the
signal. The vapor target molecules flow on the device for 5s. This region is
highlighted in grey in Fig. 1.16 (a). The sensor response is given by the difference
between the signal and the baseline. OFET based sensors show a good response in
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terms of repeatability, as reported in Fig. 1.16 (b). The response is reproduced
with an error of 2 % for 25 consecutive exposures to the analyte [26]. OFET based
sensors show responses in the range of 5 ÷ 15 % for concentration of the analyte
of the order of 10 ÷ 100 ppm, and a good speed of response ( 3 ÷ 5 s) [16]. The
possibility to use different organic semiconductors, such as polythiophene,
naphthalene, copper phthalocyanine, measuring different responses upon exposure
to a large variety of analyte, make this technology promising for the
implementation of sensors array. In Fig. 1.17 the response of an OFET as a
function of the gate voltage are reported.

Figure 1.17: Response of an OFET as a function of the gate voltage

The response clearly changes with the gate voltage. As a result, the response can
me modulated simply adjusting the gate potential. An other interesting aspect of
these devices is the possibility to exploit the selectivity of some weak chemical
interaction, in order to obtain a selective OFET based sensor. Recently lateral
chains, bounded as substituent to the principal polymeric chains of the active
layer, have been proposed as a strategy to implement the selectivity of the OFET
based sensors. For this purpose, polythiophene regioregular with lateral alkyl and
alkoxy chains has been used as active layer, while a set of volatile organic
compounds, each one characterized by a different functional group, have been
detected. The responses of the OFET sensors have been compared with the
responses of quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) based sensors. The film-analyte
interaction mechanism has been investigated, exploring the weak chemical
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interactions between the functional groups of the different analytes and the lateral
chains of the polymers, acting as active layer. Thin films of polythiophene
regioregular with lateral alkyl and alkoxy chains show promising properties for
the development of selective organic sensors. The former allow the detection of
molecules presenting long alkyl chains, while the latter show higher responses to
polar molecules. These properties have been observed for both OFET and QCM
based sensors. Recently an explanation of the interaction mechanism involving
weak interactions mediated by film surfaces has been presented [27]. In light of
the performances reached with the OFET based sensors, chemical versatility of
their responses and the integrability into arrays [28], this technology is particulary
promising for the development of the so called electronic nose [29].

1.3
An overview to bio-sensing and clinical
testing
According to the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry ( IUPAC ) a
biosensor is a device that uses specific biochemical reactions mediated by isolated
enzymes, immunosystems, tissues, organelles or whole cells to detect chemical
compounds, usually by electrical, thermal or optical signals. In other words, a
biosensor is an analytical device involving biological recognition elements whose
interaction with an analyte is turned into a measurable signal by a transducer, as
shown in the block diagram in Fig.1.18 [23].

Figure 1.18: Schematic representation of the main components of a
biosensor.(Reprinted from ref. [23])
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The increasing interest for biosensors, coupling the specific recognition elements
to the transducer, is due to the possibility to detect a wide range of clinically
relevant molecules, which can be found in biological fluids, such as blood, saliva,
urine and tears. As an example enzymatic biosensors, exploiting enzymes for the
recognition process, are mainly employed for the detection of metabolites such as
glucose, lactate, urea, ammonia, creatinine, cholesterol and uric acid. These
compounds are important diagnostic markers of diabetes, respiratory or kidney
insuﬃciencies, hypertension, hyperthyroidism, ischemia and leukemia. On the
other hand, immuno-sensors, which are based on aﬃnity binding interactions,
such as the well-known pregnancy test, are mainly used for the detection of
proteins (including enzyme or antibodies), hormones and even whole cells that are
biomarkers for cancer, cardiovascular, inflammatory and infectious diseases.
Moreover, geno-sensors, that employ nucleic acids as recognition elements, allow
the detection of the presence of DNA or RNA in clinical samples in order to
identify genomic or genetic-based pathologies. These biosensors are also widely
employed to reveal the presence of infections caused by viruses, bacteria or fungi.
There are two classes of biosensing instruments designed for clinical applications:
high-throughput, sophisticated equipment, requiring skilled operators and clinical
or research laboratories, and user-friendly, portable point of care (POC) devices
designed to be used directly by non-trained personnel at the place where the
monitoring is needed. OFET electronic sensors could be ideal to implement POC
systems and the use of the recently introduced biodegradable or even sorbable
systems would be interesting [30] for implantable devices. Concerning the
biosensor detection, two diﬀerent signal transduction principles have been
reported. One approach is the label-requiring technology in which the analyte or
the recognition element are conjugated with an optical or electroactive probe that
is revealed by the transducer. The second approach involves label-free techniques
where a change in a physical variable, due to the sensing process, is directly
measured. Label-free technologies, thanks to their simple detection scheme, where
only one capture molecule is immobilized at the transducer detecting interface, are
widely employed to monitor bio-aﬃnity interactions and evaluate binding kinetic
parameters in real time. A crucial step in the biosensing is the validation of an
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analytical method to assess the biosensor capability to provide reliable qualitative
and quantitative data. In biosensors development it is crucial to ensure that the
sensor response is due to the only presence of the target analyte/analytes.
Selectivity is therefore the capability of the bio-analytical method to discriminate
the analyte from interfering compoounds such as other analytes or matrix
components (metabolites, impurities, degradation products). According to IUPAC
the selectivity of a method refers to the extent to which it can determine particular
analytes under given conditions in mixtures or matrices, simple or complex,
without interferences from other components. Specificity is instead defined as the
100% selectivity. The latter condition is by definition diﬃcult to achieve;
consequently the term selectivity should be preferred to specificity. An other
crucial aspect in the development of the analytical method is the biosensor
calibration, which is performed by evaluating the relationship existing, within a
specified range, between the sensor response and the concentration of the analyte
standard solutions. Five or more analyte standard solutions, covering at least two
orders of magnitude of concentrations, are necessary to plot a reliable calibration
curve. The calibration standards should be uniformly spreaded over the
concentration range of interest and they should be run at least in duplicate
(preferably triplicate or more) and randomly measured. The evaluation of
responses from the negative control/blank (solution without analyte) is also
required. The calibration curve is to be obtained by plotting the response (R) for
the analyte standard solutions (corrected for the background) versus the analyte
concentrations or more conveniently versus its logarithm. The use of normalized
responses (e.g. DR/R0 , where DR = Ranalyte - R0 and R0 is the blank response) is
recommended. The best operating conditions should be selected by comparing the
results obtained with diﬀerent calibration curves measured on the same or on
diﬀerent devices. In the former case the response repeatability and in the latter the
reproducibility will be assessed. At each concentration level, the precision should
be estimated by the relative standard deviation calculated as: RSD% = (SD/Rmean
· 100) where SD is the standard deviation and Rmean is the biosensor’s relative
response averaged over at least three replicates as DR/R0.
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2 Functionalized OFET
interfaces
2.1
Dielectric / semiconductor interface in
field-effect transistors
Over the past years, the interface between the organic semiconductor (OS) and the
dielectric in organic thin film transistors has been subject of numerous
investigation. As organic transistors usually operate in accumulation mode and
charge transport typically take place in the first few monolayers of the OS
adjacent to the gate dielectric [31, 32], the transistor performances are greatly
influenced by the properties of this interface. Recently, several groups reported
that the electrical properties of organic transistors, and in particular the threshold
voltage VT, can be controlled integrating self-assembled monolayers, polymers or
biomaterials into OFETs, in order to modify the dielectric layer. The increasing
effort to achieve VT control by means of organic transistors with a modified
dielectric layer, is due to the crucial role played by this device parameter.
Specifically VT should be set at a given value and should also be identical for all
devices in a circuit. In fact any deviation produces a reduced gain of logic gates,
resulting in a worsening of the noise figures of integrated circuits or an
inhomogeneously emitting properties. For standard inorganic transistors, the ion
implantation, allowing to control the amount of the applied doping, is a commonly
employed strategy to accurately set threshold voltage. In organic transistors,
however, local doping of individual transistors is not a viable option. To get
around this constraint and to externally set VT, one of the first and most discussed
strategy involves the integration of self-assembled monolayers (SAM), polymers
or biomaterials at the gate dielectric interface.
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2.1.1
Modification of the dielectric layer using Self –
Assembled monolayers
SAM are ordered molecular assemblies formed by the spontaneous adsorption of
an active molecular precursor onto a solid surface. Usually the precursor
molecular species are dissolved in common solvents; however SAMs can be
deposited by other techniques, such as vapor deposition, as well [33]. One of the
most extensively investigated type of SAMs for organic electronic applications,
involves the use of organosilane precursors (RSiX3, with X = Chlorine (Cl),
methoxy (OMe) and (OEt) ethoxy functional groups). These kind of precursors
can bind to hydroxyl –OH terminal groups, arranging in monolayer structures. In
the case of SiO2 surfaces, the driving force for self-assembly is the in situ
formation of siloxanes, which connect the precursor silane to the surface silanol (Si-OH) groups via very strong Si-O-Si bonds [33]. The ability of SAMs to modify
electronic properties of OFET was proved for the first time in 2004 by Kobayashi
et al. [34]. It has been demonstrated that by modifying the gate dielectric
exploiting different SAMs molecules, the channel carrier density in the organic
field effect transistor can be controlled by effects of molecular dipoles and weak
charge transfer. Three kinds of organosilane SAMs, with the silane compounds
(CF3)

(CF2)7(CH2)2Si(OC2H5)3,

(CH3)

(CH2)7Si(OC2H5)3

and

(NH2)

(CH2)3Si(OC2H5)3 as starting molecules, were used. The SAMs formed from these
three starting molecules are referred to as F-, CH3- and NH2- SAMs, respectively.

Figure 2.1: OFET structure and related SAMs molecules.(Reprinted from ref. [34])

Fig. 2.2 (a) shows the transfer characteristics of the p-type pentacene transistor.
The source-drain current |ID| in a logarithmic scale is reported versus the gate
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voltage VG, at a constant source-drain voltage of VDS = -80V, for the different
SAMs treatment. The data clearly show that the |ID| values strongly depend on the
SAMs molecules.

Figure 2.2: (a) Semilogarithmic plot of |ID| vs. VG for the p-type device with different
SAMs treatment. (b) Summary of the threshold voltage VT in n-type C60 and p-type
pentacene OFET for different SiO2 treatment (untreated and with three kinds of SAMs.

The threshold voltage VT shifts toward positive values as the SAMs go from NH2through CH3- to F-SAMs. A similar behavior was observed in the n-type C60
transistors. The modification of electronic properties of materials by SAMs has
been extensively investigated in different forms. The authors of the presented
paper [34], explain the VT shift as an effect of dipole alignment of the SAMs
molecules. In particular the ordering of SAMs molecules with molecular dipole
produces a built-in electric field on the transistor, which is superimposed to the
externally applied gate field. The experimentally observed shift of VT could be
attributed to this additional local field by the SAMs. A more exhaustive
explanation of the VT in OFET induced by SAMs deposited on the gate insulator
has been presented by Pernstich et al. [35]. In this paper, the authors discuss two
mechanisms possibly involved in the VT shift observed in pentacene OFET treated
with nine organosilanes with different functional groups, reported in Fig. 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Schematic device structure of the inverted-staggered pentacene thin
lm transistors (Reprinted from ref.[35])
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The VT shift might be explained in terms of the influence of the film morphology
and the effect of the built- in electric field of the SAM (“SAM-induced charge”).
The film morphology has been shown to influence the charge carrier mobility.
However Pernistich et al. investigated the influence of the film morphology on the
threshold voltage, proving that there is only a weak dependence and no general
trend between the film morphology as characterized by AFM measurements and
XRD and the VT [35]. Thus the observed shifts in the electrical characteristics
correspond to the electron acceptance properties of the organosilane molecule’s
end group. For the treatment with CH2Cl end group for instance, this means that
electrons from the pentacene film are attracted by the SAM leaving behind mobile
holes in the channel. Thus a more positive gate bias is needed to switch off the
device. The electronegativity of the molecule’s functional group influences the
charge distribution within the molecule and can lead to the formation of an
electric dipole. When such molecules form a SAM the molecular dipoles give rise
to a net polarization of the SAM that changes the surface potential. This change in
surface potential modifies the interface properties as illustrated in the schematic
band diagram reported in Fig. 2.4.

Figure 2.4:Schematic energy level diagram suggested for surface treated TFTs. For an
untreated SiO2 surface the vacuum levels of the SiO2 and the pentacene are aligned an
no band bending occurs (a). In (c) a negative gate voltage is applied shifting the gate
electrode’s Fermi level towards higher energies and bending the HOMO and LUMO
levels of the pentacene. In (b) the permanent dipole eld of the SAM shifts the surface
potential which has the same effect as applying a gate voltage. In (d) a combination of
(b) and (c) is shown. (Reprinted from ref. [35])
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When pentacene is deposited onto SiO2 the vacuum levels are aligned and no
bending of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) level occurs, as shown in Fig. 2.4 (a).
When a negative gate voltage is applied the Fermi level of the gate electrode shifts
towards higher (electron) energies. Part of the applied gate voltage drops across
the gate insulator, while remaining VG bends the HOMO and the LUMO levels.
Therefore mobile charge carriers can accumulate and form the conducting
channel. The case of a SAM with a permanent electric dipole eld inserted
between the gate insulator and the pentacene is sketched in Fig. 2.4 (b): the dipole
eld of the SAM modies the surface potential which has the same effect as
applying a (negative) gate voltage. Fig. 2.4 (c) and (d) illustrate the situation
where a negative gate voltage is applied to devices with and without a SAM,
respectively. The gate voltage rises the vacuum level of the gate insulator;
additionally the vacuum level is raised by the permanent dipole eld of the SAM,
resulting in an increased band bending and therefore in an increased hole density
in the channel. As a consequence, the threshold voltage is determined by the
surface potential of the layer next to the transistor channel. It is necessary to
emphasize that any surface charge present at the gate insulator due to
imperfections such as oxygen (OH groups), water molecules, or mobile ions also
inuences the surface potential and therefore inuences the threshold voltage. The
role of the dipole layer at the OS/dielectric interface has been recently
investigated by Possanner et al. [36]. It is modeled by two parallel surface charge
densities ± σdip at a distance of ddip, right between the active region and the gate
dielectric. A priori, one would expect a potential drop Djdip across such a dipole
layer according to the Helmholtz equation
Dj dip =

d dips dip

e 0e dip

=

M dip

e 0e dip A

(2.1)

where Mdip is the dipole moment of a single molecule, A denotes the area of a
single molecule on the surface and edip denotes the effective dielectric constant
present in the dipole layer. Therefore the dipole layer has the same effect as if the
gate potential was altered by Djdip, resulting in an effective gate potential
reported in equation 2.2.
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Veff = VG ± Dj dip

(2.2)

The direction of the shift of Veff, which goes in the opposite direction of the shift
in VT, is related to the orientation of the dipoles. In particular, the shift in the Veff
is negative if the negative side of the dipole is closer to the source-drain electrodes
than the positive. However device simulations have indicated that the dipolar
contribution is too small to explain shifts in VT of up to 60 V, as observed for
organosilane modified OFETs [37]. In this case simulations requires to assume a
molecular dipole moment exceeding 50 debyes. Considering that such
unrealistically large Mdip values would be necessary, it is possible to rule out that
a dipole layer associated with the formation of an organic SAM can be the origin
of threshold voltage shifts of some ten volts. Rather trapped interface charges
have been suggested as VT shift responsible. However the mechanism is under
debate and direct experimental evidence to accurately explain the voltage shift is
still lacking. Gholamrezaie et al. [38] recently measured the surface potential of
the SAM modified gate dielectric by scanning Kelvin-probe microscopy (SKPM),
showing that the origin of threshold voltage shifts is the charge trapping induced
by the SAM. In particular the VT shift observed for the OFETs with as F-, CH3and NH2- SAMs on the gate dielectric, reported in Fig. 2.5 (a), can be explained
as follows.

Figure 2.5: (a) Saturated transfer characteristics of field-effect transistors with the three
different SAMs on the gate dielectric. The black, green, and red lines correspond to the
F-SAM, CH3 -SAM, and NH2 -SAM, respectively. (b) Local surface potentials of the
SAMs after peeling off the PTAA semiconductor. The black, green, and red lines
correspond to the F-SAM, CH3 -SAM, and NH2 -SAM, respectively. (Reprinted from ref.

[38])
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The CH3-SAM is inactive while the NH2-SAM traps positive charges and the FSAM traps negative charges. The presence of the negative charges could be due to
surface conduction of the SiO2, but it is not completely clear yet.

2.1.2

Modification of the dielectric layer using polymers

The dielectric surface has also been engineered by depositing a secondary
polymer film onto a primary inorganic gate dielectric, because a polymeric
dielectric by itself requires a very thick layer to achieve low gate leakage [39]. In
contrast to SAM-treated SiO2 dielectrics, one key advantage of polymer-coated
gate dielectrics is that polymeric film deposition is not limited by SAM –
inorganic coupling, which determines surface epitaxy and the coverage of SAMs.
Yang et al. enhanced by a factor. 3 the field-effect mobility of pentacene - based
OFETs embedding polystyrene (PS), poly(4-hydroxyl styrene) (PHS), and poly(4vinyl pyridine) (PVP) thin layers, as reported in Fig. 2.6 (a).

Figure 2.6: (a) Schematic diagram of a top-contact OFET device on three different
polymer/SiO2 gate-dielectrics. (b) Drain-current–gate-voltage (ID –VG ) transfer curves
for OFET devices containing a 50 nm thick pentacene thin film. (Reprinted from ref.
[39])

In Fig. 2.6 (b) are shown the transfer curves for the devices embedding the three
different polymers. The authors explain the considerable differences observed in
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device performance in terms of the orientation and boundary of crystal grains in
the pentacene thin films.

2.1.3

Modification of the dielectric layer using biomaterials

A set of biomaterials recently explored in OFETs are genetically engineered
peptides for inorganics (GEPIs) [40]. GEPIs have been studied for applications in
interface engineering from bionanotechnology to bionanomedicine. The
conformation and structure of GEPIs are dependent on their composition and
environment. Specifically, the secondary structure of the peptide can be changed
tuning the pH of its solution as a result of variation in hydrogen bonding and
interaction between residues. In particular, due to the presence of amino acids
linked by peptide bonds, GEPIs structure can produce dipoles, and the
adjustments in the pH, causing changes in the peptide conformation or structure,
can affect the produced dipoles. Control over these conformational and structural
properties combined with the surface binding abilities of GEPIs suggested that
GEPIs can be explored for OTFT applications. One well studied GEPI is quartz
binding polypeptide (QBP), that can strongly bind to SiO2 surfaces. Dezieck et al.
[40] demonstrated the use of QBP to modify the organic semiconductor / SiO2
interface in an OFET and tune the threshold voltage through the control of the
peptide assembling conditions. As shown in Fig. 2.7 (a), top contact pentacene
based OFETs were fabricated on top of QBP-modified substrates. In particular,
aqueous QBP solutions (80 mM) at pHs of 1.3, 3.3, 3.8, 4.1, 4.4, 7.0, 9.5, 9.9,
10.2, and 10.5 by varying the concentration of acid (HCl) or base (KOH) in
solution were drop-cast onto cleaned SiO2 / Si substrates and left to sit for 3 h.
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Figure 2.7: (a) Device schematic for peptide-modied OFET. (b) When assembled in
water, no ions are present to pair with peptide termini. (c) When assembled in HCl
solution, the N-termini pair with chloride ions to produce a dipole pointing away from
the substrate surface. (d) When assembled in KOH solution, the C-termini pair with
potassium ions to produce a dipole pointing toward the substrate surface. (Reprinted
from ref.[40])

The transfer characteristics for top-contact pentacene based OFETs and the square
root curves are reported in Fig. 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Representative (a) transfer curve characteristics (−IDS vs VGS)and (b)
(−IDS)1/2 vs VGS for pentacene OTFTs modied with QBP assembled on SiO2 under basic
(green diamonds) , neutral (blue circles ), and acidic (red triangles) conditions, and with
no peptide (purple squares) provided for comparison.(Reprinted from ref. [40])
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A shift in VT of about - 30 V compared to unmodied SiO2 was observed upon
assembly of the peptide at neutral condition. From this point, a positive shift in VT
was observed when QBP was assembled in varying concentrations of HCl, and a
negative shift in VT was observed when QBP was assembled in varying
concentrations of KOH. In this case the shift in threshold voltages is explained by
the generation of charged species and dipoles due to variation in assembling
conditions. Recently Kim et al. [41] proposed a pentacene OFET structure
embedding highly stable iron-storage protein nanoparticle (NP) multilayers,
shown in Fig. 2.9 (a), as a memory device. For this study, the authors used a
ferritin NP that is a highly stable iron-storing protein with an outer diameter of 12
nm and a shell thickness of 2 nm as a charge-storing gate dielectric in a pentacene
eld-effect transistor memory device.

Figure 2.9: (a) Schematic representation of the OFET memory device with LbLassembled (PAH/ferritin NP)n multilayered gate dielectrics. (b) Shifts in the transfer
curves at VD = −40 V for OFET memory devices prepared using (PAH/ferritin NP)10
gate dielectrics. (Reprinted from ref. [41])

A signicant shift in the threshold voltage was observed after an appropriate gate
voltage (VG) was applied for a relatively short time (1 s), as shown in Fig. 2.9 (b).
That is, when the device was subjected to a programmed VG of + 100 V, the hole
carriers injected from ferritin to the pentacene layer accumulated at the
dielectric/organic interface to produce high conductivity and a positive VT shift.
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2.2
Biodegradable and biocompatible materials
as dielectric
Dielectrics and semiconductors are the main responsible for the success or failure
of electronic devices: dielectrics mostly for OFET and circuit design;
semiconductors for everything else, OFETs, OLEDs and OPVs. It is thus not
surprising that the interest of the scientific community was directed towards
improving the performance of these two layers. Especially biomaterials for use in
organic and carbon based electronics have attracted considerable attention in
recent years. In fact they are not only biodegradable and biocompatible, but also
tend to be environmentally friendly and do not require chemical synthesis. In this
field, a very innovative contribution is due to the research group of Ten-Chin
Wen. In particular chicken albumen has been exploited as gate dielectric in high
performance OFETs [42]. The simple and original idea is based on the fact that
egg white, or albumen, appears to be an ideal material for organic electronics, as it
is easy to process, readily accessible, and low cost. Heat transforms albumen from
a soluble liquid to an insoluble solid as its proteins undergo thermal irreversible
denaturation, unfolding from linear chains to form networks. These networks are
held together by interactions between amino acids on different protein chains.
Consequently the fabrication process to make an albumen dielectric layer for
OFETs is extremely simple and low-cost.

Figure 2.10: (a) Schematic of the organic field eﬀect transistor fabricated with natural
chicken albumen as the organic dielectric layer. (b) The schematic of the denaturation of
albumen protein and the crosslinking reaction induced by the heat treatment temperature
not exceeding 140° C; (c) proposed crosslinking mechanism by the formation of disulfide
bonds between two cysteine groups on diﬀerent protein chains. (Reprinted from ref. [42])
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The electrical performances observed were attributed to natural protein properties,
hydrogen bond interchanges, and disulde bond cross-linking in irreversible
thermal denaturation without any additional cross-linking agents. Recently Lee et
al. have proposed bovine serum albumin (BSA), a natural protein with good
hydration ability extracted from bovine blood, as the gate dielectric material to
fabricate OFETs [43]. It has been proved that the dielectric constant of BSA
depends on the humidity of air ambient. In particular the capacitance value
increases greatly with humidity. This indicates that the capacitive value of BSA is
strongly affected by moisture. The authors explain the electrical data in terms of
generation of mobile ions in the hydrated BSA thin film and the formation of
electric double layer capacitance (EDCLs). Singh et al. [44] proposed the use of a
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)-based biopolymer, derived from salmon milt and
roe sac waste by-product, as gate dielectric region of a pentacene OFET, as shown
in Fig. 2.11.

Figure 2.11: Schematic of the top contact bio-OFET device.(Reprinted from ref. [44])

The device was able to modulate the drain current over three orders of magnitude
using gate voltages of less than 10 V, working with a field effect mobility of 0.05
cm2/Vs. However a pronounced hysteresis in the transfer characteristics was
observed. In 2011, Wang et al. reported that the mFET value of pentacene flexible
OFET, with schematic structure reported in Fig. 2.12, was improved to 23.2
cm2/Vs using silk fibroin as the gate dielectric [45].
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Figure 2.12: Schematic of the pentacene OTFT with silk broin as the gate
dielectric. Right: Cross-sectional FESEM image of the silk broin thin lm
on the Au gate electrode.(Reprinted from ref.[45])

Silk fibroin is one of the silk proteins emitted by the silk-worm, forming the
structural center of silk and sericin surrounds it. Silk broin is a natural
biopolymer consisting of the repeated amino acid sequence of alternating Gly and
Ala. It has also been proposed as gate dielectric in bottom gate configuration of an
n-type C60 OFET with pentacene as interlayer [46], as reported in Fig. 2.13.

Figure 2.13: Schematic structure of a n-type C60 OFET with pentacene as the interlayer
and silk broin as the gate dielectric.(Reprinted from ref. [46])

The water absorbed in silk fibroin in air ambient with 55% relative humidity
results in the generation of mobile ions and immobile charged side chains, causing
an increase of the mFET from 1 cm2/Vs, values in vacuum, to 10 cm2/Vs.

2.3

FBI-OFET sensors

Integration of membrane and proteins into electronic devices involves a cross
disciplinary effort, necessary to obtain the full use of biomolecules specific
functionality for advanced bio-electronic applications [47-49]. Membrane proteins
such as ion pumps or receptors, but also antibodies and enzymes, can be exploited
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as recognition elements in electronic sensors. So far the preferred choice has been
directed toward field effect transistors comprising a single silicon nanowire [5052], carbon [53] or polypyrrole [54] nanotubes as channel material. Typically the
biological system, responsible for the bio-recognition, was anchored to the
nanostructured semiconductor and electrochemical gating is mostly adopted,
although back-gating through oxide dielectrics is also used. Nanostructured
channel materials allow both the close-coupling between the bio-recognition event
and the field-induced transport along with a conveniently low interaction crosssection, contributing to achieve extremely sensitive responses. The main
drawbacks of these sensing strategies, are the technological issues related to the
nano-device fabrication and low-cost production. In addition, the necessity of a
reference electrode in electrochemically gated FETs affects their full CMOS
integration, while in the two-layers architecture the recognition event takes place
far from the semiconductor/dielectric interface, impacting on the two-dimensional
electronic transport only indirectly. Recently, an other approach, exploiting planar
field-effect transistors, has been proposed by Angione et al. [55]. This novel
structure was conceived with the aim of creating a direct interfaces between the
organic semiconductor and the capturing molecules. This biosensor comprises an
OFET device where the bio-layer is deposited underneath the organic
semiconductor, resulting in the Functional Biological Interlayer (FBI) reported in
Fig. 2.14.

Figure 2.14: Bottom gate-top contact OFET biosensor having a FBI structure in which
the bio-recognition layer is deposited directly at the dielectric and organic
semiconductor interface.(Reprinted from ref.[55])
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To asses the versatility of this platform, three different bio-systems were chosen
as prototypes for membrane, membrane proteins and hydrophilic proteins.
Specifically the FBIs embedded in the OFET structure by Angione et al. were
phospholipid (PL) bilayer, purple membrane (PM) film and streptavidin (SAV)
protein layer. The phosphatidycholine PLs are one of the major components in all
cell membranes and are permeable to volatile anasthetics [56]. The PM, taken
from the bacterium Halobacterium salinarum, is constituted of a PL bilayer
including the sole bacteriorhodopsin (bR) protein [47]. The structure is an highly
ordered membrane structure with an extremely low PL / protein ratio that confers
exceptional stability against thermal and chemical degradation [57]. The PM
explicates its bio-activity when exposed to light [47] or to other external stimuli,
such as general anesthetics that are capable to modify the bR local pKa values [58,
59]. Streptavidin is a hydrophilic tetrameric protein with an extraordinary highly
affinity for biotin, with a dissociation constant in the order of fM, which makes it
extremely interesting as biosensor technology bench-test [60]. Other membrane
proteins such as odor receptors are intrinsically robust [54] and can be suitable for
integration into a OFET channel, likewise hydrophilic bio-systems such as
antibodies, DNA or enzymes. The details of the FBI-OFET devices fabrication
procedure and of the embedded bio-systems will be reported in the following. For
the moment, it is important to observe that such configuration allows a close
contact between the region where the bio-recognition takes place and the OS
channel. It foresees also an electronic transduction, even if the FBI-OFET
functions on the basis of a counterintuitive approach involving a FET electronic
channel set to work on top of a biological deposit. By knowing how critically the
FET transport depends on the dielectric / OS interface quality and seeing how
rough a protein deposit can be, a successful FET transport was evaluated as highly
unlikely. In fact, the results reported in Fig. 2.14 furnish clear evidence that this is
not the case.
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Figure 2.15: Typical I-V characteristics curves for (a) PL FBI-OFET, (b) PM FBIOFET, (c) SAV FBI-OFET devices. .(Reprinted from ref.[55])

The FBI-OFET configuration is a promising technology for the investigation of
functional bio-system through an electronic probe constituted by a OFET channel.
It also establishes a cross-road between solid-state organic electronics and soft
matter that can provide insight into interfacial phenomena involving a biological
system, such as supported membranes, proteins, on which this thesis is focused,
enzymes or antibodies, interacting with an ad hoc chosen external stimulus. The
use of this platform for electronic sensing applications is also a key-part of the
thesis, not only for the results per se, but also because it allows to demonstrate the
high level of control gained on the device functional properties both in terms of
electronic features and bio-layer functionality explicated trough the OFET
electronic sensing performances.

2.3.1
Assessing interlayer bio-activity after integration in a
OFET
Before proceeding in the study of the FBIs interfaces properties by means of
electronic assessment, it is crucial to demonstrate that the bio-interlayer retain
their bio-activity after integration in the OFET. This is not straightforward
considering that the bio-layers are subjected to processing steps that could worsen
their functionality. PL layers, although critically important in most bio-systems,
do not explicate a specific bio-activity, therefore they will not be considered in
this section. The easiest way to assess the bR bio-activity is to investigate the
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changes occurring in the PM, containing bR molecules, absorption spectrum upon
light illumination. The bR is in fact a light-driven ion-pump, whose biological
activity is explicated by protons driven from the cytoplasmic (CP) to the
extracellular (EC) side as photons are absorbed. Associated to this process the PM
color turns from purple to yellow. The visible absorption spectra of the PM-P3HT
sample, in the dark and in the light, are reported in Fig. 2.16.

Figure 2.16: The PM-P3HT on glass architecture, reproducing the PM-P3HT interface
in the OFET, is used to prove the retained light-driven bR bio-activity. The black curve
is the absorption spectrum of the PM-P3HT measured in the dark, while the blue curve
is measured under continuous illumination (l > 500 nm, power density on the film =
1.86 mW/cm2 ) .(Reprinted from ref.[55])

The spectrum measured in the dark is dominated by the absotption peak at ~ 570
nm ascribed to the bR’s all-trans retinal bound to the Lys-212 by a protonated
Schiff base [47]. Upon exposure to yellow light (l > 500

nm) the retinal

chromophore switches to the 13-cis-configuration triggering the proton
traslocation cycle. The PM-P3HT absorbance spectrum under yellow light indeed
exhibits a pronounced bleaching at 570 nm with the appearance of a band at 410
nm, proving that the bR molecules in the PM-P3HT system are still capable to
generate a proton flux, meaning that they retain their bio-activity. The bare P3HT
film spectrum is not affected by exposure to the same yellow light. To prove the
bR retained bio-activity also upon transistor operation, the proton flux, triggered
by light exposure, was also investigated by measuring the PM FBI-OFET sourcedrain current IDS vs. the gate bias VG in the dark or under illumination. The square
roots of the transfer characteristics in these two experimental conditions are
reported in Fig. 2.17.
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Figure 2.17: PM FBI-OFET sqrt(IDS) – VG curves at VDS = -80V (gate dielectric being
SiO2 300 nm thick) measured in the dark (black curve) or under yellow light
illumination (blue curve). .(Reprinted from ref.[55])

At all gate bias, the current flowing between source and drain contacts increases
upon illumination and such an effect was not seen on the bare P3HT devices.
Photocurrents were previously ascribed to H+ pumped by the bR proteins across
membrane upon illumination [61]. Also SAV layer bioactivity is not affected
when subjected to the relevant FBI-OFET device fabrication processing.
Specifically, the SAV capability to bind biotin molecules is unaffected by the
deposition of P3HT from a chloroform solution, as proved by the results reported
in Fig. 2.18 [55].

Figure 2.18: Fluorescence spectra obtained for the SAV solution before (blue line) and
after the biotin addition (magenta line). .(Reprinted from ref.[55])

A fluorescence quenching assay was performed on the SAV-P3HT system. The
biotin binding capability of SAV can be evaluated by measuring the intrinsic
fluorescence of the protein before and after biotin addition. A reduction in the
protein emission spectrum intensity is observed when biotin is bound to
streptavidin due to the quenching of endogenous tryptophan fluorescence.
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2.3.2

Permeability of the P3HT film to small molecules

Atomic force micrograph taken on the P3HT deposited directly on the atomically
SiO2 surface clearly shows that the morphology is composed of granular domains
leaving voids in the range of 10 ÷ 100 nm, as reported in Fig. 2.19 (a).

Figure 2.19: AFM images of (a) P3HT deposited on a SiO2 surface; (b) PM-P3HT
layers; (c) SAV deposit on a SiO2 ;(d) SAV-P3HT layers. .(Reprinted from ref.[55])

Fig.2.19 (b) panel refers to a PM stacks (1 mm thick) covered by the 20 nm P3HT
film. The morphology is much more structured in this case, but a granular surface
morphology ascribable to the P3HT covering, is evident. In Fig. 2.19 (c) a SAV
deposit is reported, exhibiting aggregated of the protein molecules of ca 100 nm.
Coating of SAV film with P3HT is featured in Fig. 2.19 (d), showing a very
structured surface resembling the underneath bio-deposit. Also in this case the
granular features of the P3HT are clearly seen on the very top. In all the FBI cases
voids are present that are likely to allow analyte percolation. The analyte
capability to pass through the P3HT layer reaching the underneath biological
recognition element was demonstrated using immobilized horseradish peroxidase
enzyme (HRP) interacting with a chemiluminescence system constituted of
luminal/H2O2/p-iodophenol [55]. This choice was driven by the fact that luminal
has a size comparable to biotin. To prove the analyte percolation, a 100 μg/mL
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HRP solution in water was deposited by spin-coating on the cleaned SiO2 surface,
using the same procedure adopted for SAV. After enzyme immobilization, the
P3HT was

spin coated from a chloroform solution and finally the

chemiluminescence system was added as a water solution droplet deposited on the
OS surface. A clear chemiluminescence signal was indeed observd on HRP-P3HT
system after few seconds after the chemiluminescent solution addition, as shown
in Fig. 2.20.

Figure 2.20: (a) Schematical view of the chemiluminescence experiment performed by
Dr. R. Gristina, CNR-IMIP; (b) experimental result.

This experiment proves that the enzyme bio-layer is not removed by the spinning
of the OS layer and the analyte, carried by water, is able to pass through the
organic semiconductor, reaching the bio-layer deposited underneath. In addition,
as already proved, the OS deposition and therefore the enzyme embedding, keeps
this bio-species fully bio-active.

2.3.3

Structural and morphological study of a P3HT

/Streptavidin multilayer structure
The interaction between the SAV protein and the SiO2 surface must be strong
enough to guarantee the formation of stable and possibly uniform coating, which
is hardly ever achieved when physisorption techniques are used. This holds true
particularly when the physisorption is carried out by simple dipping of a SiO 2
surface into the protein solution. On the other hand a better adhesion can be
achieved by spin coating or when layer by layer electrostatic deposition
techniques are involved. Magliulo et al. [62] investigated the morphology of the
differently deposited SAV layers by combining SEM and XSR analyses, for
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characterizations at micro and nano scales. SEM pictures of a spin-deposited SAV
film are reported in Fig. 2.21 (a) and (b) proving that, at the μm length scale, SAV
molecules aggregate into clusters of different size (> 1 mm), presenting an islandlike structure, with inhomogeneous grains in size and distributions.

Figure 2.21: SEM images of the streptavidin layer obtained by spin-coating a 10 μg/mL
protein solution on the SiO2 dielectricsurface. The images were acquired by using the Inlens detector at different magnification (a, b) and by tilting the sample of 75° (c). (d)
Schematic of the presumed SA adsorption mechanism in the spin-coating deposition.
(Reprinted from ref. [62])

A single protein agglomerate is studied, at higher magnification, in Fig. 2.21 (c),
showing an irregular structure, presenting regions with uneven height ranging
from 1 to 2 μm. The SAV proteins assemble into clusters under spin-coating may
be due to the very low rotational velocity of the deposition procedure. The large
degree of surface irregularity of the spin-deposited SA layer can be inferred also
from the XSR curves that feature no interference (Kiessig) fringes. However, the
presence of a thin streptavidin layer, in direct contact with the SiO2 surface, acting
as “ad-layer” or as a continuous system of “seeds” that promotes the growth of the
larger agglomerates cannot be excluded. Such a structure could act as a
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continuous ionic conduction path between larger SAV clusters and this explains
why a consistently higher off-current is measured in FBI-OFETs in the presence
of the protein layer. In Figures 2.22 (a) and (b) the micro-morphology of a spindeposited SAV, covered by a spin coated P3HT film, is shown.

Figure 2.22: SEM images of a spin-coated SAV layer covered by the P3HT organic
semiconductor film. The sample was prepared by spin-coating a 10 mg/mL SAV solution
followed by P3HT at 2.5 mg/mL in chloroform. The images were acquired by tilting the
sample of 60° (a) and 75° (b) at different magnifications; (c) SEM image of a P3HT film
deposited by spin-coating on a bare Si/SiO2 substrate, the image was acquired by tilting
the sample of 75°; (d) XSR experimental (symbols) and simulated (lines) curves from a
bare P3HT film (red curve) and a SAV/P3HT bi-layer obtained by spin-coating a 10
mg/mL SAV solution and P3HT at 2.5 mg/mL in chloroform (blue curve). The actual
thickness values as derived from the fit are reported next to each curve. (Reprinted from
ref. [62])

Agglomerates, up to few μm in size, very similar to those present in the spindeposited SAV films, are seen in Fig. 2.22 (a). These structures, better visible at
higher magnification (Fig. 2.22 (b)), reveal features easily ascribable to a SAV
agglomerate smoothly covered by a much thinner P3HT layer. Interestingly, the
P3HT layer covering the SAV cluster presents hollows and voids and indeed,
inspecting within a hole, the structural features characteristic of a protein cluster
can be seen. In Fig. 2.22 (c) the SEM image of a bare P3HT film reveals that the
hollows are present also when the film is deposited directly on the SiO2 surface.
The pores in the P3HT film can be originated by the occurrence of de-wetting
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processes that happening when a hydrophobic organic semiconductor such as
P3HT is deposited on hydrophilic surfaces such a not-silanized SiO2 and a protein
layer. It is in fact known that the silanizing process improves the organic
semiconductor adhesion on the SiO2 surface. The presence of holes in the P3HT
film having dimensions of ca. 10 – 100 nm was also confirmed by Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM) as reported in the precious section. However, the peculiar
morphological features occurring in the P3HT film deposited on the SAV layer
works in favors of the FBI-OFET biosensors operation as it allows also rather
large molecules, such as insulin or streptavidin, to percolate through the organic
semiconductor film. A SEM analyses carried out on a device after fifteen days
shows that these morphological features are stably present in time. The P3HT
layer structure evidences also that, in spite of the presence of holes, a continuous
semiconductor layer spanning all the surface exists. Such a two-dimensional
percolation of the P3HT domains sustains electronic paths explaining why the
OFET electronic performances are only weakly affected in the SAV FBI-OFET
device. In the light of these data it is also worth mentioning that the field-effect
mobility of the SAV FBI-OFET is slightly lower than that of the P3HT. Indeed,
the SAV film surface roughness is much larger (> 1 mm) than the average P3HT
grain size (~ 0.1 mm), this allowing the charge carriers mobility (or delocalization
length) of the P3HT not to be substantially affected as the film lies on the SAV
clusters. The morphology of the SAV / P3HT bilayer was also investigated by
means of XSR. The reflectivity curves, collected on bare P3HT (red circles) and
on the SAV/P3HT bilayer (blu triangles) are shown in Fig. 2.22 (d) along with the
best fittings curves (solid lines). Both curves presented show very similar trends.
The structure of the P3HT layer appears not affected by the presence of SAV
layer, and both the SAV and SAV / P3HT structures can be fitted with a single
layer whose thickness is invariably ~ 50 nm. Consequently it is possible to infer
that a P3HT film with an average thickness of 50 nm fills the space between the
large aggregates, as evidenced by SEM. In such a space, only SAV clusters
smaller than 50 nm, embedded in the P3HT layer, are possibly allowed. A
schematic of the bilayer structure is reported in the inset of Fig. 2.22 (a). In Fig.
2.22 (d) the difference between model and experiment, around 2.65°
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(corresponding to 1.6 nm d-spacing), in the upper curve, is due to the appearance
of the (100) diffraction peak related to molecular order (crystallinity) in P3HT,
not taken into account in the reflectivity calculations.

2.3.4
Electronic probing of biological interfaces with FBIOFET
The choice of external stimuli used to probe the FBIs-OS interfaces was made
considering both applicative and more fundamental aspects. For the SAV FBIOFET the choice fell on biotin molecules due to the extremely high SAV-biotin
binding constant that should allow extremely sensitive determination. In particular
it is known that SAV has a selective and almost irreversible interaction with
biotin, leading to the formation of a very stable complex, with a dissociation
constant in the range of fM. In this process, SAV undergoes a conformational
change which causes the characteristic string loops to close on the incorporated
biotin. Biotin binding to SAV is depicted in Fig. 2.23 (a), where the SAV
tetrameric protein is sketched by the four black circles and biotin by gray
triangles.

Figure 2.23: (a) Schematic structure of streptavidin evidencing the four biotin
binding sites and their conformational change after biotin interaction; (b) detailed
structure of a streptavidin recognition site after the biotin binding. (Reprinted from ref.
[63])

Fig. 2.23 (b) reports a detail of one of the SAV lobes, showing how the red loop
turns into the black one as the biotin–SAV complex is formed [63]. As the FBIOFET the complex is formed just at the interface with the OS, a very sensitive
response is expected. Typical electronic outputs obtained for the streptavidinbased FBI-OFET interacting with biotin are presented. In Fig. 2.24 the IDS-VG
transfer characteristics of the SAV-OFET exposed to pure water ( high
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performance liquid chromatoghraphy-HPLC- grade) and to increasing biotin
concentrations (from 0.01 ppb to 100 ppb) are reported.
Water
Biotin 0.01ppb
Biotin 0.1ppb
Biotin 1ppb
Biotin 10ppb
Biotina 100ppb
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Figure 2.24: Typical IDS – VG curves obtained for a streptavidin FBI-OFET exposed to
pure water and biotin solutions at different concentrations.

Here a systematic and scalable decrease in the current is observed as the device is
exposed to different biotin concentrations, showing that the response appears to be
directly connected with the complex formation. In particular small molecules can
easily permeate the polycrystalline P3HT reaching the underneath bio-layer in few
seconds. From Fig. 2.24 it is clear that biotin concentration as low as 0.01 ppb (10
pg/mL or 41 pM) causes a drastic reduction of the current flowing in the two
dimensional transport region. This evidence is possibly connected to the disorder
induced at the protein / OS interface upon formation of the SAV-biotin complex.
In fact, the binding-induced disorder generates defects right at the field induced
transport critical interface, hence lowering the current.

2.3.5
Analytical model for bio-electronic organic field-effect
transistor sensors
Recently the authors proposed a model for the electrical characteristics of FBIOFETs electronic sensors [64]. In order to achieve a better understanding of the
FBI-OFET sensor electronic transduction mechanisms, the modeling of the output
characteristics, also involving an ad hoc designed equivalent circuit (along with a
PSPICE simulation), is a crucial step. This allows to reliably extract the OFET
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gures of merit taking into due account leakage currents and contact resistance.
The proposed equivalent circuit for a SAV FBI-OFET is shown in Fig. 2.25.

Figure 2.25: Equivalent circuit for a SAV FBI-OFET. (Reprinted from ref. [64])

VDS and VG negative voltages generate the electric fields along the channel and
orthogonal to it, respectively. The field generated by VG involves a very thin OS
region (ca. 10-20 nm) [65] at the interface with the protein layer where the FET
two-dimensional transport occurs. The field generated by VDS develops across the
channel (L ≥ 200mm). Indeed it is commonly assumed that the VG generated field
is orders of magnitudes more intense than that along the channel, as required by
the gradual channel approximation. This occurrence is required in order to
confine the field - effect transport at the interface with the dielectric. In the ideal
case the total resistance, RT, is the sum of the channel resistance (Rch) and the
source and drain contact resistance Rc. The Rleak element in Fig. 2.26 takes into
account the gate leakage current Ileak, coming both from the source and the drain
contacts, since no patterning of the OS is performed. CGD hold the usual meaning
[66]. The streptavidin layer is modeled with a capacitance (C SA) in series with Ci
and a resistance (RSA) in parallel to RT. It can be assumed that the value of CSA is
buffered by Ci, as a biological material typically has a capacitance of the order of
mF/cm2 [67]. The RSA symbol stands both for a RSA-w or a RSA-b resistances
alternatively introduced in the circuit to account for the resistance of the protein
layer after exposure to water or to biotin. In the equivalent circuit RSA is grounded
as during the gold metal deposition on the granular P3HT [68] the source can
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contact also the SAV layer, being slightly conductive itself. The simulation of the
I-V curves with PSPICE allows estimating the resistance values, used as a crosscheck for the analytical modeling. The output I-V curves have been modeled [24]
starting from the Poisson equation for an enhancement mode p-channel MOSFET,
[1] implemented with gate bias dependent leakage current (Ileak), field-effect
mobility (mFET) and threshold voltage (VT). Accordingly, the well-known second
degree polynomial equation in VDS becomes:
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with a, b and c being the fitting parameters from which mFET, VT and Ileak can be
computed at different VG. The gate voltage dependence of mFET in polycrystalline
(disordered) OSs is expected, as the mobility is a function of the charge density,
which is controlled by VG. This dependence is theoretically predicted by charge
transport models based on hopping of charged species in an exponential energetic
distribution of traps [10]. VT dependence from VG can be explained by the same
token. Concerning the saturation region, the following expression has been used
in agreement with the proposed equivalent circuit:
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(2.3)

The SAV FBI-OFET electrical characteristics (ID vs.VDS for different VG) for a
L=200 mm upon exposure to water and to 1 ppb of biotin are shown in Fig. 2.26
(a) and (b), respectively.
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Figure 2.26: Output characteristics (ID vs. VDS at different VG) for a SAV FBI-OFET (L
= 200 mm) after exposure to pure water (a) and to 1ppb (5nM) of biotin (b). The dots are
the experimental data, while the solid lines are the result of the model. Error bars are
the relative standard deviations (RSDs) over three replicates measured on the same FBIOFET. In panel (c) and (d) mFET and VT relative variation upon exposure to 1 ppb of
biotin are reported as a function of the VG. The values are extracted from the fitting of
the I-V characteristics. The solid lines are the constant mobility and threshold relative
variations graphically extracted from the transfer curves. (Reprinted from ref. [64])

The dots (along with the relevant error bars over three replicates) are the
experimental data, while the solid lines are the result of the analytical modeling. It
is worth mentioning that very well shaped I-V curves can be measured on the
SAV FBI - OFETs also after exposure to water and to the analyte. This is not
trivial as the FET channel is set to work over a biological layer before and after
the SAV-biotin complexes have been formed. A second comment concerns the
excellent agreement achieved between the experimental data and the modeling
obtained exploiting Equation (2.1) for the linear region and Equation (2.3) for the
current flowing in the saturation regime (|VDS| > |VDSsat|). According to Equation
(2.3) IDsat sees a contribution accounting for the resistive behavior of the SAV
layer, exposed to water and biotin. The resistance values extracted from the
analytical model are in agreement with the values evaluated from the PSPICE
simulation within few percentage. The relative variations of mFET and VT are also
reported in Fig.2.11 (c) and (d), respectively. These data are compared to the
relative variations of the constant mFET and VT values, graphically extracted from
the square root of IDSsat plotted as a function of VG at VDS= -100 V. To this aim
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Equation 2.3 is used (neglecting the second term) with mFET taken from the slope,
while VT taken from the x-axis intercept. It is readily apparent that the graphical
extraction of mFET and VT returns relative variation values that are in very good
agreement with the analytical model data in the -10 ÷ -80 V, VG range. Indeed the
comparison does not hold in the sub-threshold region while for VG beyond -80 V
a mobility saturation is usually seen. The evaluation of the Rch and Rc was also
performed by means of the transfer line method (TLM), [69] extrapolating RC as
RT at L = 0. To perform this extrapolation I-V curves at different channel lengths
(L = 200 mm, 600 mm, 1000 mm) were measured and the relevant RT values were
extracted from the linear region of the I-V characteristic. To this aim, the linear
regime characteristics should be used, in order to satisfy the gradual channel
approximation for the whole channel length. From the equivalent circuit and the
reported ID equation (neglecting the second order dependence from VDS) the
relation between RT and Rc becomes the following:
RT W = RcW +

L
Ci m FET (VG - VT )

(2.4)

In Equation (2.4) the Rleak contribution has been neglected, since its value
(evaluated analytically as VG/Ileak at VDS = 0 V, as well as from a PSPICE
simulation) is at least two orders of magnitude larger than RT. RTW is then plotted
vs. the channel length, L, and Rc is extrapolated as the resistance at L = 0 at
different VG. The RT contribution has been computed as the ID first derivative with
respect to VDS at VDS = 0 from Equation (2.1). Indeed, the RT values are relevant
to VG dependent mFET and VT values. For the sake of comparison, the same RT
data were computed also for the graphically extracted constant mFET and VT. The
application of the TLM method allowed the extraction of Rch for the three channel
lengths along with Rc values. The comparison of the Rc values as a function of VG
for the constant and gate bias dependent mFET(VG) and VT(VG), is reported in
Fig.2.27 (a). All data refers to the SAV FBI-OFET upon exposure to 1 ppb of
biotin.
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Figure 2.27: In panel (a) the comparison of the contact resistance extracted with
mFET(VG) and VT(VG) (solid squares) and with constant mFET and VT (solid rumble) is
reported. Panel (b) shows the SAV FBI-OFET contact and channel resistances extracted
from the model with constant mFET and VT, for L=200 mm, 600 mm, 1000 mm after
exposure to 1ppb of biotin. Panel (c) reports the differential changes of Rc and Rch after
exposure to 1ppb of biotin at different VG and for different channel lengths. (Reprinted
from ref. [64])

It is readily apparent that the Rc values are not significantly different, this being
particularly important as it justify the use of the very simple and straightforward
parameter graphical extraction form the square root of ID.
The channel resistance Rch, depending on channel lengths, and the contact
resistance Rc extracted for the model involving fixed mFET and VT are shown in
Fig. 2.27 (b). Rc is shown to be lower than RT for all the channel lengths although
the two resistances hold similar values for the L = 200 mm channel. Similar
features were already demonstrated also in the case of OFET chemical sensors
[70]. Moreover the resistance data obtained with mFET(VG) and VT(VG) show the
same trends of those derived for fixed mFET and VT values, while quantitatively the
data differ for few percentage. As a cross-check for the validity of the approach,
the model has been applied also to a bare P3HT OFET. Also in this case, within
the error bars, the resistances values estimated with the two procedures are in very
good agreement. This is quite a relevant result as it validates the use of the
transfer curves that are much easier to measure and handle, in order to extract
reliable electronic sensor parameters. The differential changes of RC and RCh after
exposure to 1ppb of biotin, with respect to water, at different VG and for different
channel lengths are shown in Fig. 2.27 (c). In this case the relative variation of the
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contact resistance is sizably lower than that of all the other channel resistances.
Moreover, the variation of the contact and of the channel resistances are in
opposite direction, DRc/Rc being negative in value, while DRch/Rch values are
positive. Also these data are in agreement to what previously reported [70].

2.4

Proteins chemistry and structure

The high affinity of streptavidin, avidin and neutravidinin for biotin forms the
basis for many labeling and binding experiments in biological and biothacnical
applications. Avidin is a tetramer consisting of four identical subunits, each of
which has one binding site for biotin. It has extremely high binding affinity, Ka ~
1015 M-1, to free biotin in solution, and it forms a stable complex with biotin over
a wide range of temperatures and pH values [71]. One major drawback to using
avidin is the high degree of nonspecific adsorption caused by its basic isoelectric
point (pI ~ 10). At physiological pH, positively charged avidin can bind non
specifically to negatively charged surfaces such as cell membranes or silica
substrates. Another feature that contributes to avidin’s high non specific
adsorption is its carbohydrates groups, which contain four mannose residues and
three

N-acetyglucosamine residues per

subunit.

Both streptavidin and

neutravidinin, which are analogues of avidin, have a high affinity and specificity
toward biotin. They have been used as an alternative to avidin. Streptavidin,
which has a similar functional domain to avidin ( ~ 33 % identical residues), is a
nonglycosylated protein with a slightly acidic pI of ~ 5-6. Neutravidinin is a
commercially available deglycosylated form of avidin with a pI of 6.3. The lower
pI values and the absence of the sugar groups in straptavidin and neutravidinin are
responsible of the lower nonspecific binding, relative to avidin, without
significantly affecting the affinity for biotin. Consequently streptavidin and
neutravidinin are commonly used in biosensing application, as an alternative to
avidin, in order to reduce the nonspecific binding to the sensor surfaces. Recently
Nguyen et al. investigated these protein – biotin interactions, by means of second
harmonic generation (SHG) [72]. The cooperativity binding model was statically
found to be the best, in order to describe the experimental data, meaning that the
protein – protein interaction are involved in the biotin – protein binding. In fact
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the cooperative binding requires that the biotin – binding affinity of the isolated
subunit of the protein is lower than that of the intact tetramer, due to
intermolecular interactions and conformational changes, induced by the complex
formation [73]. This implies the existence of some kind of communication
between the subunits. It has been proved that all the three proteins exhibit positive
cooperative binding behavior. This suggest that the intrinsic binding of proteins to
biotin is increased due to due to protein – protein interaction. However the
cooperativity coefficient of avidin was found to be smaller, with respect to that of
streptavidin and neutravidinin, indicating that avidin exhibits less positive
cooperative binding. The lower coperativity observed for avidin has been noted
before. Blackenburg et al. proved that streptavidin tends to aggregate and form
highly ordered domains, which suggests streptavidin – streptavidin interactions
[74]. Although Blackenburg et al. did not observe any domains for avidin, Ku et
al. demonstrated that very small domains were formed by avidin [75]. The smaller
domain size observed for avidin suggests that avidin has a lower positive
cooperativity, compared to streptavidin. The lower cooperativity observed for
avidin could be related to the high pI (~10) of the protein. At a neutral pH, avidin
is positively charged, and thus the electrostatic repulsion between the charged
avidin could repeal the other avidin proteins, resulting in a reduction of avidin –
avidin interactions. Conversely, streptavidin and neutravidinin have a pI of ~ 7.
Therefore the electrostatic protein – protein interaction is less pronounced, leading
to an higher cooperativity. Consequently, it has been proved that the effective
binding between biotin and streptavidin and neutravidinin is more energetically
favorable, relative to the avidin – biotin binding.
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3 Integration of biological
recognition molecules into
organic electronic devices
3.1

Objectives

The main purpose of the thesis is to investigate the role played by a biolayer
deposited at the interface between the organic semiconductor and the gate
dielectric. In particular the figures of merit of two OFET configurations
embedding avidin, streptavidin and neutravidinin are compared before and after
exposure to biotin and biotin (5 – fluorescein) conjugated. One is negatively
charged while the other is neutral. As first step the FBI – OFETs embedding
streptavidin, avidin and neutravidinin as bio-recognition element were tested upon
exposure to different analyte concentrations. The biosensor relative responses has
been compared with a blank control, in order to prove that the device are selective
and sensitive to the analyte species. As a further step the threshold voltage control
by means of integration of different biomaterial in the OFET structure has been
investigated. Finally a new configuration with the receptor – analyte complex
already formed before the organic semiconductor deposition has been proposed,
allowing better insight into the conformational changes. This configuration can
also be considered an interesting instrument to explain the still controversial
sensing mechanism. At the end of the chapter the main differences between the
two configuration will be highlighted, and the electronic properties of the protein
layers, acting as a biorecognition element will be discussed.

3.2

Materials and methods

Substrates. Si/SiO2 wafers purchased by Si-Mat Silicon Materials. The gate
dielectric is thermally grown SiO2 300 nm tick.
Avidin (AV). Extracted from egg white and purchased by Sigma – Aldrich. The
molecular weight is approximately 66 000 Da, the dissociation constant (Kd) for
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avidin – biotin complex is 10-15 M at neutral pH and isoelectric point pI ~ 10. A
50 mg/mL aqueous solution was deposited by spin coating directly on the cleaned
SiO2 surface.
Streptavidin (SAV). Produced by bacterium Streptomyces avidinin and
purchased by Sigma – Aldrich. The molecular weight is 52 800 Da and isoelectric
point pI ~ 5 - 6. A 40 mg/mL aqueous solution was deposited by spin coating
directly on the cleaned SiO2 surface.
Neutravidinin (NAV). Purchased from Sigma – Aldrich. The molecular weight is
60 000 Da and isoelectric point pI ~ 6.3. A 45 mg/mL aqueous solution was
deposited by spin coating directly on the cleaned SiO2 surface.
Biotin. Purchased from Sigma – Aldrich.
Biotin (5 – fluorescein) conjugated. Purchased from Sigma – Aldrich.
p-type Organic semiconductor (OS). Poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl), P3HT
(SepiolidTM P200, regioregularity > 98% from BASF in cooperation with Rieke
Metals).

3.3

Experimental protocol

The bioelectronic OFET proposed comprises an interlayer of a functional
biosystem deposited between the gate dielectric and the organic semiconductor.
This is implemented by means of the two platform reported in Fig. 3.1.

Figure 3.1: (a) Schematic structure of an FBI-OFET embedding a protein layer as a
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receptor. The analyte percolate through the organic semiconductor. (b) Device
embedding a protein layer as receptor, with the protein – biotin complex formed before
the deposition of the organic semiconductor.

Three different protein layer have been chosen to investigate the electrical
performances of the device. Specifically streptavidin (SAV), avidin (AV) and
neutravidinin (NAV) have been embedded in the two configurations investigated.
As mentioned in the previous chapter all these proteins show an extraordinarily
high affinity for biotin (dissociation constant on the order of fM). Concerning the
device shown in Fig. 3.1 (a) the receptor – analyte complex formation is due to
the analyte capability to pass through the organic semiconductor deposited above
the biological recognition element. On the contrary the device reported in Fig. 3.1
(b) the receptor – analyte complex is formed before the deposition of the organic
semiconductor. All the devices have been fabricated starting from a highly n
doped silicon substrate, acting as the gate contact, covered by thermally grown
SiO2. The thickness of the oxide is 300 nm holding a capacitance per unit area Ci
= 9 nF/cm2. After cleaning the SiO2 surface through a rinsing procedure involving
treatment with solvents of increasing polarity, the biolayer was deposited by a
very slow spin coating from water, at a spin rate of 200 rpm for 40 min.
Specifically for the traditional FBI configuration (Fig. 3.1 (a)) all the proteins
were deposited on the very same Si / SiO2 wafer. The sample was then rinsed with
pure water (High performance liquid chromatography, (HPLC) grade) and the
Poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl), P3HT, puried as reported by Urien et al. [76],
was deposited, from a chloroform solution (2.6 mg/mL) directly over the protein
layer by spin-coating at a spin rate of 2000 rpm for 30 s. Concerning the structure
reported in Fig. 3.1 (b) two protein regions were spin coated on the same device.
A droplet (20 mL) of pure water (High performance liquid chromatography,
(HPLC) grade) and a droplet of the same volume of 1 ppb of biotin, equivalent to
5 nM, were casted in the two protein regions. The device was then incubated for
20 min in a humid chamber and subsequently the not bound excess analyte was
removed by washing with pure water. The device was then dried under nitrogen
flow, and the p-type organic semiconductor was deposited by spin coating (vide
supra). Source (S) and drain (D) contacts were deposited by thermal evaporation
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of gold through a shadow mask (channel lengths: L = 200 mm, channel width W =
4 mm), under a vacuum level of 8 × 10-7 Torr.

3.4

Electronic response measurements

The I - V output characteristics (source-drain current, ID, vs. source-drain voltage,
VDS at different gate voltages VG) and the transfer characteristics (source-drain
current, ID, vs. gate voltage, VG at fixed source drain voltage VDS = -80 V) were
measured with a Keithley 4200 – SCS semiconductor parameter analyzer at room
temperature and atmospheric pressure and under nitrogen flow. All the device are
biased in common source configuration and the gate voltage was cycled to the
OFF to the ON state and backwards in pulsed mode of alternating polarity (AP
sweep mode). While in the continuous mode VG is linearly swept and the ID is
monitored at each sweep step, the AP ID – VG measurements were carried out by
applying a gate voltage pulse of a certain polarity followed by a pulse of the same
duration but amplitude with opposite polarity. The ID is recorded before the end of
every voltage pulse, when the current is expected to reach a steady state. This
approach has been proved to avoid charge trapping and to improve transistor
characteristics [77]. The traditional FBI configuration the measurements were
carried out as follows: a droplet (0.3 mL) of pure water was deposited directly on
the FBI-OFET surface between two contiguous S&D contacts, namely, in the
channel region. The device was then incubated for 10 min and dried in a nitrogen
ow before performing the measurements. Afterwards a droplet (0.3 mL) of biotin
water solution was deposited on the very same device and incubated for 10 min to
allow the complex formation to be accomplished. After drying under nitrogen
flow the device for other 10 min, the output I-V and transfer curves were
measured again. The same procedure was repeated for 5 increasing concentration
of biotin, from 0.01 ppb to 100 ppb. Biotin was also tested on bare P3HT – OFET,
as control experiment. The output I-V and transfer curves were measured also for
the device reported in Fig. 3.1 (b) in the bare P3HT region and for the two regions
exposed to water and 1 ppb of biotin. The same measurements have been
performed using the biotin (5 – fluorescein) conjugated as analyte. The error bars
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on the I-V and transfer curves were taken as the relative standard deviations
(RSDs) over three repeated measured on the same channel, while more than three
different devices were tested in order to evaluate the reproducibility of the
devices. The response of the devices upon exposure to biotin has been evaluated
in terms of normalized source drain current changes DI/I0, given by

DI I - I 0
=
I0
I0

(3.1)

where I is the IDS measured upon exposure to a certain concentration of analyte at
maximum gate voltage, while I0 is the IDS measured at maximum gate voltage of
the baseline. For the devices under investigation the baseline is represented by the
hydrated protein. The critical electronic performance parameters, such as the field
effect mobility mFET and the threshold voltage VT, were extracted from the transfer
characteristics. Specifically, knowing that the saturation current is given by the
following equation

I Dsat =

WCi m FET
(VG - VT )2
2L

(3.2)

it is possible to graphically extrapolate mFET and VT, fitting with a linear equation
the square root of IDsat plotted versus the gate voltage. Assuming that a is the slope
of the linear equation and b the intercept, it can be found that

m FET =

2 La 2
WCi

b
VT = a

(3.3)

However this method is valid when the plot of the (ID)1/2 as a function of the gate
voltage VG shows a linear trend. This is indeed not always the case of devices
tested upon exposure to biotin, where it can be observed a saturation in the (I D)1/2
vs. VG at high gate voltages. This affects the correct assessment of the threshold
voltage, which is related to the intercept of the best fitting equation, more than the
mFET, which is indeed related to the slope. Therefore a more correct estimation of
the normalized threshold voltage shift of the device can be obtained
differentiating equation (3.2) and normalizing to the baseline current. The
threshold voltage can be consequently evaluated as
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DVT
DI ö
1 æ Dm
= çç FET - ÷÷
VG - VT 0 2 è m FET0 I 0 ø

(3.4)

where the normalized source drain current and mobility changes are calculated as
previously described.

3.5

Results and discussion

3.5.1
Electronic probing of biological interfaces with FBI –
OFETs
As first step the FBI – OFETs embedding streptavidin, avidin and neutravidinin as
bio-recognition element were tested upon exposure to different analyte
concentrations, as shown in Fig 3.2, in order to compare the sensor responses due
to the interaction between the three proteins and biotin.

Figure 3.2: Transfer characteristics upon exposure to biotin (from 0.01 ppb to 100 ppb)
for FBI – OFET embedding (a) streptavidin, (b) avidin and (c) neutravidinin.

In order to asses that the biotin - induced electronic response is due actually to the
sole protein – biotin complex formation, a control experiment has also been
performed. Specifically a bare P3HT – OFET was used as negative blank control.
As reported in Fig. 3.3 (a) FBI – OFETs embedding the three different proteins
show comparable normalized source drain current changes, while no response to
biotin exposure was observed in the case of blank device.
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Figure 3.3: Normalized response of FBI – OFET embedding streptavidin, avidin and
neutravidinin, and bare P3HT OFET, in term of (a) source – drain current, (b) mobility
and (c) threshold voltage. Error bars are the relative standard deviations (RSDs) over
three replicates measured on the same device.

This result can be explained considering that concentrations of the three receptor
layers deposited underneath the OS is chosen in order to have the same molarity,
and thus the same number of binding sites, for all the proteins. The data reported
in Fig. 3.3 (a) also prove that FBI – OFETs are extremely sensitive and selective
devices. In Fig. 3.3 (b) and (c) are shown the relative response of field effect
mobility and threshold voltage respectively. It is clearly observed a decrease in
the mobility increasing the biotin concentration. However the bare P3HT – OFET
present a slighter trend compared to the FBI – OFETs. Therefore the degradation
of the channel, where the source – drain current flows, due to the percolation of
the biotin through the organic semiconductor is not sufficient to explain the
mobility decrease upon exposure to increasing biotin concentrations. In particular
the mobility change upon exposure to biotin observed in devices embedding a biorecognition element might be due to the disorder induced at the protein / OS
interface after the receptor – analyte complex formation. Regarding the relative
response in terms of threshold voltage, in all cases it is not possible to observe any
trend increasing the analyte concentration. However, the curves related to the
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three proteins can be distinguished, contrary to what is observed for the relative
response of the other two critical parameters.

3.5.2
Threshold voltage shifts in OFET with dielectric layer
modified by protein receptors
In order to investigate how the presence of the three different proteins affect the
SiO2 / organic semiconductor interfaces, the transfer characteristics in AP sweep
mode were measured with different surface treatments. In Fig. 3.4 (a) the
measured transfer characteristics with the error bars are reported for the untreated
SiO2 surface (green down triangles), and for the dielectric layer modified with
streptavidin (black squares), avidin (red circles) and neutravidinin (blue up
triangles). The critical parameters are extracted from the curves of (I D)1/2 plotted
versus the VG, shown in Fig. 3.4 (b). The threshold voltage values for bare P3HT
– OFET and for the three different surface treatments are reported in Fig. 3.3 (c).

Figure 3.3: (a) Transfer curve characteristics and (b) (ID)1/2 vs. VG for an P3HT OFET
modified with streptavidin (black squares), avidin (red circles) and neutravidinin (blue
up triangles) deposited on SiO2. (c) Threshold voltage values extracted for bare P3HT
device, and FBI – OFET embedding the three proteins.(d) Relative response of the
threshold voltage shift with respect to the unmodified SiO2 surface vs. the isoelectric
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point of the proteins

It can be clearly observed a shift in the threshold voltage caused by the
modification of the SiO2 / organic semiconductor interface. In particular for the
bare P3HT device a VT positive value of (25.40 ± 1.66) V has been found. Yang
et al. [78] considered that the threshold voltage corresponds to an applied external
voltage on gate – source electrodes to compensate the inner electric field, induced
by the dipole monolayer, in semiconducting layer with no accumulated charge at
the interface. However the presence of OH- groups in the surface of SiO2 has been
reported using a variety of methods, such as infrared spectroscopy
thermogravimetric methods and time-of-flight second ion mass spectroscopy.
Consequently at VG = 0 a potential is built, across the p-type semiconductor and
the SiO2 layer, caused by the interfacial negative OH charges. In this situation
holes are accumulated at the interface between the OS and the SiO2 [79]. Thus the
positive threshold voltage observed is the external applied voltage to compensate
the prebuilt-in local electric field in P3HT layer caused by OH – groups. VT shifts
toward negative values as the proteins go from streptavidin, through neutravidinin
to avidin. The VT value for streptavidin is positive and close to the VT value for
neutravidinin, which is approximately zero. The avidin has been found to present
a negative value of threshold voltage. In table 3.1 are reported the figures of merit
for the untreated SiO2 and for the three surface treatments.
Table 3.1: Figures of merit for the untreated SiO2 and for the three surface treatments
with streptavidin, neutravidinin and avidin.

OS

Surface treatment
Untreated
SAV
P3HT
NAV
AV

Ion (mA)
-1.20±0.19
-0.52±0.01
-0.50±0.01
-0.43±0.04

VT (V)
m (cm2/Vs)
-4
(8.34±1.47)10 25.40±1.66
(5.02±0.03)10-4 8.22±0.51
(5.70±0.02)10-4 0.87±1.09
(5.29±0.03)10-4 -5.53±0.29

Consequently it is observed a threshold voltage shift with respect to the untreated
SiO2 surface of (17.18 ± 1.74) V for streptavidin, (24.52 ± 1.98) V for
neutravidinin and (30.93 ± 1.68) V for avidin.
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3.5.3
Modification of the electrical critical parameters upon
exposure to biotin and biotin (5-fluorescein) conjugated
As a further step in the study of the electronic properties of OFETs embedding
streptavidin, avidin and neutravidinin, the critical parameters have been evaluated
upon exposure to the analyte, in order to understand how the receptor – analyte
complex formation affect the interface between the gate dielectric and the organic
semiconductor. For this purpose the configuration shown in Fig. 3.1 (b) has been
proposed. The configuration with the receptor – analyte complex already formed
before the organic semiconductor deposition may allow a better insight into the
conformational changes and dipole orientation due to the binding process, as, in
this case, the electronic channel is not affected by the analyte percolation. The
comparison between the relative response of the FBI – OFET and of this new
configuration is also a further proof of sensing, being a very interesting instrument
to explain the sensing mechanism, which is still under debate. In Fig. 3.5 are
reported the (ID)1/2 vs. the VG curves measured in the bare P3HT region of the
device, and in the region of protein exposed to water and to a concentration of 1
ppb of biotin for OFETs embedding streptavidin, avidin, and neutravin.

Figure 3.4: (ID)1/2 vs. VG measured in the devices with receptor – analyte complex
formed underneath the OS in the bare P3HT (black squares), water (red circles), and 1
ppb of biotin (blue up triangles) region for (a) streptavidin, (b) avidin and (c)
neutravidinin.
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In all cases the presence of the receptor – analyte complex induces a threshold
voltage shift through the negative VG. However the shift observed for the device
embedding avidin as a receptor is considerably larger than that measured for the
other two proteins. Specifically it is observed a threshold voltage shift with
respect to the device exposed to water, which is considered as the baseline, of
(13.80 ± 4.61) V for streptavidin, (18.49 ± 5.69) V for neutravidinin and (29.04 ±
5.45) V for avidin. The relative responses upon exposure to 1 ppb of biotin in
term of source – drain current, field effect mobility and threshold voltage of the
two configuration proposed are compared, as shown in Fig. 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Comparison between FBI – OFET and preformed complex under the OS
configurations relative responses in terms of (a) ID, (b) field effect mobility and (c) VT for
the three different receptors.

The two proposed configurations give comparable responses in terms of source –
drain current and field effect mobility, while the response in term of threshold
voltage shift is amplified when the complex is formed underneath the organic
semiconductor. In order to understand the role played by the negatively charged
biotin, the experiments where repeated using as analyte biotin (5-fluorescein)
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conjugated. The structure of the two analytes is reported in Fig. 3.7. The negative
charge of biotin is due to the presence of the carboxyl groups; however in the case
of biotin (5-fluorescein) conjugated this site is bonded with fluorescein, resulting
in the charge neutrality of the molecule [80].

Figure 3.7: (a) Biotin and (b) Biotin (5-fluorescein) conjugated structures.

In Fig. 3.8 are reported the (ID)1/2 vs. the VG curves measured the region of protein
exposed to water and to a concentration of 1 ppb of biotin (5-fluorescein)
conjugated for OFETs embedding streptavidin, avidin, and neutravin.

Figure 3.8: (ID)1/2 vs. VG measured in the devices with receptor – analyte complex

formed underneath the OS in the bare P3HT (black squares), water (red circles), and 1
ppb of neutral biotin (blue up triangles) region for (a) streptavidin, (b) avidin and (c)
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neutravidinin

It can be clearly observed that a negligible the threshold voltage shift has been
observed in the case of streptavidin and avidin upon exposure to 1 ppb of neutral
biotin, while neutravidinin exhibits a slight VT shift through the negative gate
voltages. Specifically it is observed a threshold voltage shift with respect to the
device exposed to water, of (2.75± 2.53) V for streptavidin, (4.47 ± 2.16) V for
neutravidinin and (2.06 ± 3.20) V for avidin. The relative responses upon
exposure to 1 ppb of neutral biotin in term of source – drain current, field effect
mobility and threshold voltage of the two configuration proposed are compared,
as shown in Fig. 3.9.

Figure 3.9: Comparison between FBI – OFET and preformed complex under the OS
configurations relative responses in terms of (a) ID, (b) field effect mobility and (c) VT for
the three different receptors.

In the case of biotin (5-fluorescein) conjugated the two configurations give
comparable relative responses in term of source – drain current and field effect
mobility and threshold voltage shift. A comparison of the relative responses in
source-drain current, field effect mobility and threshold voltage shift of the
different receptor – analyte complexes underneath the OS with respect to the
baseline, for biotin and biotin (5-fluorescein) conjugated is reported in Fig. 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: Comparison between preformed complex under the OS configuration upon
exposure to biotin and neutral biotin of the relative responses in (a) ID, (b) field effect
mobility and (c) VT for the three different receptors.

For all the proteins comparable current and field effect mobility relative responses
has been found in the case of biotin and neutral biotin, used as analyte. It is also
important to mention that the threshold voltage shift induced by neutral biotin is
considerably negligible with respect to that induced by negatively charged biotin.
Thus the charge of the analyte should play a crucial role in the modification in the
dipole moment of the protein layer. It is worth mentioning that the sensing
mechanism, responsible of the current decrease upon exposure to the analyte, is
independent from the charge of effects of the biotin, but is dominated from the
disorder induced at the receptor / organic semiconductor interface. By the same
token the field effect mobility relative response is substantially independent from
the analyte charge and from the electronic properties of the protein layer. The FBI
– OFET configuration does not allow an investigation of the threshold voltage
shift upon exposure to the analyte, producing noisy relative responses in term of
VT for both biotin and biotin (5-fluorescein) conjugated.
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Conclusions
In conclusion the electronic properties of streptavidin, avidin and neutravidinin
embedded in an organic field effect transistor platform have been probed, upon
exposure to biotin and biotin (5-fluorescein) conjugated. The threshold voltage of
the devices can be controlled modifying the dielectric layer by means of the
different proteins herein investigated. Specifically a VT shift toward negative gate
voltages has been observed, depositing the receptor layer above the SiO 2 surface,
resulting in a FBI configuration. The FBI – OFETs embedding the different
proteins have been proved to work as sensitive and selective biosensors,
producing comparable responses upon exposure to biotin and biotin (5fluorescein) conjugated as well. However in order to investigate the threshold
voltage shift a configuration with the receptor – analyte complex already
preformed underneath the organic semiconductor has been proposed. This
configuration allows to avoid the percolation of the analyte through the organic
semiconductor, resulting in a better control of the dielectric / OS interfaces. This
allow to reduce the noise in the threshold voltage extraction. A clear VT shift has
been observed upon exposure to negatively charged biotin, while the neutral
biotin (5-fluorescein) conjugated does not exhibit any relevant threshold voltage
response.
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